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Inspired by your creative pursuit, the Nikon Z 6 is a compact full-frame powerhouse that excels in
both photography and videography. Its revolutionary Z mount unlocks the next generation range
of NIKKOR Z lenses*, empowering you to capture amazingly sharp images with speed and control
– a superior optical performance that’s undeniably Nikon. Elevate your vision with the Z 6 today.
I SO 100-51200 | 4K U H D | 10-B I T N-LO G | I N-C A M E R A 5-A XI S V R
U P TO 12 F P S | 24 . 5 M P
*Also fully AF/AE compatible with over 90 NIKKOR F lenses when paired with the optional FTZ mount adapter

For more information visit www.nikon.co.uk
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A week in photography
If you have all the gear and
no idea where to go, this issue
is definitely for you. Turn to
page 16 for lots of details on
inspiring and very photogenic
events, which provide a great
opportunity to try out new cameras and
lenses, or just sharpen your skills in a
photographer-friendly environment. And you
can take your shooting technique to another
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level by trying out day to night photography.
We reveal how to do this on a small budget.
Other highlights of this issue include a
detailed review of the Canon G7 X Mark III
advanced compact, and a look at one of the
best used DSLR deals on the market – the
EOS 7D, which you can pick up today for
£300. We also get up and close and personal
with your best macro shots from APOY 2019.
Geoff Harris, Deputy Editor
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Hare by Richard Campion

Canon EOS 7D Mark II, 100-400mm, 1/800sec at f/5.6, ISO 500
THIS image was uploaded to our
in the hope of capturing some
Instagram page using the hashtag
images. This particular morning,
#appicoftheweek. It was taken by
serendipity played its hand, and
photographer Richard Campion.
as I lay in the tramlines of my
He tells us, ‘Back at the start of
grandfather’s crops this inquisitive
May this year, I went to visit my
and impressive-looking hare came
grandparents on their farm in
closer. I was able to shoot through
Derbyshire. The farm has a healthy the water droplets on the crops
population of brown hares, and
to create the bokeh effect in the
every morning before sunrise I
foreground. It was a morning that
would venture out with my camera I’ll always remember!’

Contribute to Amateur Photographer

Win!

*PLEASE ALLOW UP TO 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

45 Sony FE
35mm F1.8
Andy Westlake examines
a lightweight, high-quality
prime for Sony’s fullframe mirrorless cameras

© RICHARD CAMPION

41 Canon PowerShot
G7 X Mark III
Audley Jarvis tests this
compact for enthusiasts
and video bloggers

Each week we choose our favourite
picture on Facebook, Instagram,
Flickr, Twitter or the reader gallery using
#appicoftheweek. PermaJet proudly supports
the online picture of the week winner, who will
receive a top-quality print of their image on the
finest PermaJet paper*. It is important to bring
images to life outside the digital sphere, so we
encourage everyone to get printing today! Visit
www.permajet.com to learn more.

If you’d like to see your words or pictures published in Amateur Photographer, here’s how:
Something to say? Write to us at ap@ti-media.com with your letters, opinion columns (max 500 words) or article suggestions.
Pictures Send us a link to your website or gallery, or attach a set of low-res sample images (up to a total of 5MB) to appicturedesk@ti-media.com.
Join our online communities Post your pictures into our Flickr, Facebook, Twitter or Instagram communities or the gallery on our website.

NEWS ROUND-UP
The week in brief, edited by Geoff Harris

CameraWorld Live

The CameraWorld Live show is returning to London’s Bishopsgate
on Saturday, 26 October, organised by the eponymous retailer. It’s
a chance to see the new Sony Alpha 7R IV full-frame mirrorless,
along with Canon’s EOS 90D DSLR and EOS M6 Mark II mirrorless.
Meanwhile Epson is offering visitors a free A3 print from its stand.
Advance tickets cost £5. Visit www.cameraworldlive.co.uk.

Panasonic gets ﬁrm with Ninjas

Panasonic has announced the development of firmware for the
Lumix DC-S1H full-frame mirrorless camera which enables the
output of maximum 5.9K/29.97p raw video data to the Atomos
Ninja V 4K HDR monitor-recorder over HDMI. The firmware is to
be launched in early 2020. More details as we get them.

Apple has revealed the iPhone
11, which costs £729 without
a contract. It was announced
together with the more
expensive iPhone 11 Pro (above)
and Pro Max. The iPhone 11
keeps the same 6.1in screen as
the iPhone XR, but features two
12MP camera sensors on the
back, with the second for
wideangle shots and video. The
iPhone 11 Pro and Pro Max
versions also feature a 12MP
52mm equiv f/2.0 lens with six
elements. See apple.com/uk.

Clip-in ﬁlters for Lumix

Rare Leica M3
being auctioned

A rare ‘double-stroke’ Leica
M3 in black paint is being
auctioned by Chiswick Auctions
on 14 November. Only 90 of
these pre-series cameras were
dispatched before the official
batch of black M3 rangefinders
came out in 1959, and this
particular camera was
delivered to the Magnum Photo
Agency in Paris in 1958. A
‘conservative estimate’ of
£60,000-£80,000 has been set
but it could go for a lot more.

STC has announced that its in-body, clip-in filters are available for
the Panasonic Lumix series. The range includes ND, IR, UV-IR and
astro filters; they sit on the front side of the shutter mechanism
and won’t affect image stabilisation, the company claims, while also
protecting the sensor from dust. They are on sale at Amazon, Bristol
Cameras, Advanced Camera Services and Modern Astronomy.
4
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iPhone 11 released

BIG

picture

RPS Science POTY image shows
beauty in the mundane
THIS stunning image is one of those
shortlisted for this year’s Royal Photographic
Society (RPS) Science Photographer of the
Year (POTY) Award. Taken by Kym Cox, it’s
an extreme close-up of a soap bubble.
Bubbles want to optimise space and
minimise their surface area for a given
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Words & numbers

The eye should learn to
listen before it looks
Robert Frank RIP
Swiss photographer and documentary
ﬁlmmaker (1924-2019)

subscribe 0330 333 1113 I www.amateurphotographer.co.uk I 28 September 2019

£320,000

SOURCE: CHISWICK AUCTIONS

volume of air. This unique phenomenon
makes them a reliable, useful tool in many
areas of research. From a photographic point
of view, the vibrant and surreal colours show
us that there is beauty to be found in the
smallest and most ordinary of subjects.
All the winning and shortlisted images will
be on display in a free exhibition at London’s
Science Museum from 7 October 2019 to 5
January 2020. Visit sciencemuseum.org.uk.

Price at which an early black paint
Leica M3 sold for at auction in 2014.
A rare double-stroke Leica M3 will
be auctioned on 14 November
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The Americans by Frank: a groundbreaking
book by a highly influential photographer

Remembering
Robert Frank

US DOCUMENTARY photographer
Robert Frank, who is forever assured
a place in the photographic pantheon for
his 1958 book, The Americans, died on
9 September at the age of 94. Frank’s
book was hugely inﬂuential, prompting Joel
Meyerowitz, for example, to give up his job
and become a photographer. ‘[The pictures]
all seemed to have drama to them. It was
just thrilling to me to see that you could stop
life with a camera.’
The Swiss-born Frank emigrated to
the USA in 1947, initially working as a
fashion photographer. His big break as a
documentary shooter came in the mid-’50s,
when Guggenheim Fellowships enabled him
to fund a two-year photographic road trip.
About 28,000 images were taken for The
Americans, and he captured many aspects
of a society which, while enjoying the fruits of
the postwar consumer boom, was also riven
with inequality. Other photographic works
included The Lines of My Hand.

Subscribe to

SAVE 35%

*

Visit amateurphotographersubs.co.uk/18AG, or see p52.
* when you pay by UK Direct Debit
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This image won the
Young Astronomy
Photographer of
the Year category

Astro POTY winners
are out of this world
THE WINNERS of this year’s Insight Investment
Astronomy Photographer of the Year 2019
have been announced, with the top prize of
£10,000 going to Hungarian photographer
László Francsics for a multiple exposure of the
35 phases of the total lunar eclipse that took
place on 21 January 2019.
‘For a single multiple-exposure image to
capture this with such positional precision,
creative innovation and beauty is nothing
short of masterful,’ said Ed Robinson, one of
the judges. ‘The colours of our atmosphere
projected onto the Moon’s disc during the
eclipse are not only artistically pleasing, but
also offer an understanding of such events.’
The competition is now in its 11th year and

attracted 4,600 entries from 90 countries.
Other winning images included a panorama
showing the Aurora Borealis over the Lofoten
Islands in Norway, and a great picture from
Ben Bush from the UK of his dog Floyd,
surrounded by Mars, Saturn and the Milky
Way. The Young Astronomy Photographer
of the Year is 11-year-old Davy van der
Hoeven from the Netherlands, who captured
a stunning image of the Rosette Nebula with
a camera set-up he made with his dad.
All the category winning, highly commended
and shortlisted images will be on display at the
National Maritime Museum in Greenwich from
13 September 2019 to 26 April 2020. See
rmg.co.uk/astrophoto-winners-2019.

New entry-level mirrorless from Fujifilm
FUJIFILM has announced the X-A7, an
entry-level mirrorless camera designed
to appeal to video bloggers (vloggers) and
people upgrading from smartphones, while
offering plenty for mainstream photographers.
It is based on a newly developed 24.2MP
APS-C sensor, which features 8.5 times more
phase-detection pixels across its surface than
its predecessor. ‘This has delivered a dramatic
improvement in performance for Face/Eye
Detection, when tracking moving subjects, and
when focusing in low light,’ Fujiﬁlm claims. The
company also says the use of copper wiring
reduces noise,
providing
approximately
one stop
improvement
in image
quality at high
ISO levels

compared to previous sensors. The X-A7
weighs just 320g (body only) and another big
selling point is the 3.5in touchscreen that can
be adjusted to any angle and has a 16:9
aspect ratio. Vloggers and movie makers
will also appreciate being able to record 4K
video, at 30 frames per second. There’s also
a built-in Light Trails mode for creative
car-headlight effects, and other new tools.
The camera, which is available in fetching
mint green and camel alongside more
conventional colours, costs £699 with an XC
15-45mm f/3.5-5.6 OIS PZ lens and goes
on sale at the end of October.

The X-A7 has
a large16:9
touchscreen
that can face
any angle

For the latest news visit www.amateurphotographer.co.uk
28 September 2019 I www.amateurphotographer.co.uk I subscribe 0330 333 1113

How much is your camera
gear worth?
If there’s anything in your kit bag you’re no longer using, get an instant valuation from MPB online.
Whether you’re selling or upgrading, we make trading in easy - with free insured shipping and fast
funds straight to your bank account.
Trade, upgrade or get paid with MPB.

Change gear.
www.mpb.com
@mpbcom
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BOOK

SUMO

By Helmut Newton
A new edition of Helmut Newton’s photographs
showcases his famous images. Steve Fairclough
revisits this mammoth body of creative work
Published by
Taschen, £100,
464 pages,
hardback,
ISBN 978-38365-7819-6
(English/French/
German edition)

© THE HELMUT NEWTON ESTATE/MACONOCHIE FILM & PHOTOGRAPHY LTD

★★★★★

T

his new edition of Helmut
Newton’s seminal work SUMO
marks 20 years since the
original, monster, 35.4kg
package was launched. Although this is a
‘smaller’ version it’s still a big package,
which comes with a hefty outer sleeve and
contains a multilingual 32-page booklet that
outlines ‘The Making of Helmut Newton’s
SUMO’. Back in1999, the original SUMO was

a trailblazing publication – a magnificent
behemoth of a book that did justice to
Newton’s provocative and daring talents.
Although he is arguably one of the best
known photographers ever, on the off
chance you aren’t familiar with his work,
Newton, who died in 2004, was a true
innovator in fashion, portrait and
commercial photography who never shied
away from creating controversy through
his erotic and highly sexual imagery.
This latest version of his opus showcases
464 of his most famous images – a strikingly
impressive cocktail of vaguely menacing
and edgy black & white erotica, portraits of
the rich and famous and uber-vibrant outdoor
colour scenes that ooze sex and suggestion.

© THE HELMUT NEWTON ESTATE/MACONOCHIE FILM & PHOTOGRAPHY LTD

© COURTESY OF TASCHEN

‘Ironically, for somone so
associated with the naked
form, Newton didn’t shoot
his first nudes until 1980’

Top: Villa d’Este, Lake Como, Italy,1975. Above: Rue Aubriot with nude, Yves Saint Laurent, 1975
8

The 2019 version of SUMO has been
updated by Newton’s wife June (aka
Alice Springs) and its early pages
include an autobiographical outline
penned by Newton, which describes his
purchase of a camera aged 12 and his
decision to be a photographer at the
early age of 16. Ironically, for someone
so associated with the naked and partly
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Also out now
The latest and best books from the
world of photography.

© ROLAND PENROSE ESTATE

EXHIBITION

Lee Miller in Colour

Runs until 13 October at Farleys House and
Gallery, Chiddingly, East Sussex. Entrance to
the gallery is free. Open every Sunday.
LEE Miller was best-known for her surreal and striking
monochrome surrealist images, along with her fearless
war reportage. However this exhibition concentrates
on her extraordinary colour photography, with many of
the images never before seen outside of the archives.
Farleys House is where Miller lived, along with her
husband, the artist, historian and poet Roland Penrose.
The exhibition includes images using the Tri-Carbro
process in her New York studio from 1933 before
colour ﬁlm was available. Later she would also
work with the newly invented colour reversal ﬁlm to
document her life in Egypt. As a contributor to British
Vogue, she also had access to large-format colour
ﬁlm, with many of her shots gracing the cover.
Even without the exhibition, it’s well worth a visit
to this quirky little home of the surrealists – ﬁnd out
more at farleyshouseandgallery.co.uk. Amy Davies

BOOK

Imagine. Shoot. Create

By Annegien Schilling, Ilex Press, £16.99,
hardback, 159 pages, ISBN 978-1-78157-732-5

Benedikt Taschen (left) and Helmut Newton, Cologne, 1999

naked human form, Newton didn’t shoot
his ﬁrst nudes until 1980, but he did so
with his usual aplomb in his stark ‘Big
Nudes’ studio series. As with much of his
work, his nude shoots later migrated to
outdoor locations.
It’s perhaps fair to say that the
photographic style as well as the

image content of Newton’s work doesn’t
appeal to everyone but somehow SUMO
seems an appropriate name for such a
mammoth work as it hints at Newton’s
status as one of the world’s true giants
of photography. Cool, controversial
and classic.
Steve Fairclough

subscribe 0330 333 1113 I www.amateurphotographer.co.uk I 28 September 2019

AT JUST 19 years old, Annegien
Schilling has nearly a million followers on
Instagram (see fetching_tigerss). You
might expect a printed book to seem
old-fashioned for someone of this ilk,
but it seems clear that a published
tome is still an ambition for many.
The book provides an insight into how she creates
her fun and often surreal self-portraits, through simple
step-by-step instructions using the mantra of ‘imagine,
shoot, create’. This is a useful book for those who want
to embark on a portrait project but perhaps can ﬁnd
no willing participants. As well as showing you how to
‘imagine’ a concept and ‘shoot’ the scene, she also
talks you through the process of using Photoshop to
‘create’ the ﬁnished effect. Some of the ﬁnal photos are
a little twee, while others show a mastery of the genre
beyond what you’d expect from someone so young.
★★★★★ Amy Davies
9

Viewpoint

In next week’s issue

Geoff Harris

On sale Tuesday 1 October
© OZGUR DONMAZ/GETTY IMAGES

We’re urged to take fewer flights,
which raises some big questions
for keen travel photographers

A

feel better about when you are
sandwiched between two sumo wrestlers
on a long-haul ﬂight to Tokyo).
Flying aside, what more can concerned
photographers do when going abroad?
Maybe try to get by with your existing
travel clothes rather than indulging in
a new outﬁt. The global textile industry
produces more carbon emissions than
airlines, accounting for around a whopping
8% of global emissions. It’s a start.
Once you arrive, it’s now a lot
easier to ﬁnd environmentally friendly
accommodation, even in the developing
world. I stayed in a wonderful eco-lodge
in Cambodia, which was much more
interesting than some bland tourist hotel
(I got some good pictures there too). If
all this sounds like middle class handwringing, I’d point you to a recent story
Slow boat to China
from the highly photogenic Greenland,
I am even more time-poor than I am
where an entire community had to be
cash-poor, so taking a slow boat to China moved because of melting glaciers, not
isn’t that practical given the demands of
to mention the stricken wildlife. It’s not
helping to run a weekly magazine. While
just me. As award-winning travel
lots of ﬂights over the course of a year are photographer Timothy Bird observes,
not exactly great for the planet, you can
‘apart from my conscience, I am fed up
offset it to an extent. A good starting point with airports and am seriously thinking of
when booking a ﬂight is to check out how travelling overland more by train and bus,
fuel efﬁcient the airline is, so I’ll be using
getting back into “slow travel”.’
the green travel site, atmosfair.de, a lot
So though I regularly travel for
more. There’s also lots of information
photography, its impact is an inconvenient
online about those airlines which use
truth I feel I can no longer ignore. Maybe
biofuel, and logic suggests ﬂying in
we could start to heed the adage, ‘the best
business class is less green than economy, photographs are often on your doorstep?’
as fewer people are being moved by the
Geoff Harris is Deputy Editor of Amateur Photographer.
same amount of fuel (that’s one thing to

first

Future-proof your files –
James Abbott explains how
to keep your images safe

Do you have something you’d like to get off your chest? Send us your thoughts in around
500 words to the address on page 12 and win a year’s digital subscription to AP, worth £79.99

Sony Cyber-shot RX100 VII
CONTENT FOR NEXT WEEK S ISSUE MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

What can we do
to minimise our
environmental
impact?
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Safety
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THE V EWS EXPRESSED IN THIS COLUMN ARE NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER MAGAZ NE OR T MED A L M TED

s I write this, the inspirational
young climate-change
protestor Greta Thunberg is
in the middle of a long sea
voyage to the USA rather than jumping on
a plane. Whatever your thoughts on the
politics of climate change and the tactics
of campaigners, even the most ardent
global warming denier has to admit that
something is going on with all these
ﬂoods and heatwaves.
Since many AP readers will be keen
travel or landscape photographers who
regularly hop on planes, should we be
doing more to reduce the environmental
impact of our passion? While I don’t feel
guilty about already making several trips
to Asia this year, it does make me think.
But what are my options?

A pocket travel camera with the latest
AF technology – Andy Westlake tests it

Sticking with SLRs

Ailsa McWhinnie talks to ﬁve pros who
remain devoted to their DSLR

Nineties heroes

John Wade remembers some great, and
still usable, autofocus ﬁlm SLRs
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Holmes is where
the heart is

Paul’s grandfather
took this photo in
China (circa 1890)

I CAN appreciate the problems
that Mike Dodman raises (Inbox, 31
August). When my father moved into
a care home I became the custodian
of 1,000s of transparencies and
negatives – some taken by his father
in the late 1800s. Many of the latter
were on glass half plates, with the
gelatin beginning to peel off. Some of
these early plates were of historical
interest as they had been taken in
China when my grandfather had been
a missionary at the time of the Boxer
Rebellion, during which time both
my grandparents were captured and
sentenced to death. Fortunately for
me they got a last-minute reprieve as
my grandmother was pregnant with
my father at the time! The above
image is allegedly a shot, taken I
suspect circa 1890, showing locals
reading a decree that ‘pigtails’ were
to be banned.
I managed to restore and scan them
– reversing the negatives into positives.
I did likewise with my father’s plates
(taken on a Thornton-Pickard SLR)
and some of his prints and 35mm

Win!

transparencies from later. The next
task was to create a ‘This is Your Life’
video using Pictures to Exe with
voiceover and music. I took this to the
care home (with a portable video
player) on Christmas Day as an ‘extra ‘
Christmas present. His sheer delight
– he literally wept with joy – made the
effort so worthwhile, especially as he
died two months later.
Then, of course, I had the problem
of those 1,000s of transparencies he
had taken in later life. Mainly of garden
ﬂowers and people I was unable to
identify. Reluctantly I had to take most
of the pictures to the tip, for which I felt
very guilty.
So my advice would be to put
‘important’ images onto a DVD – with
captions or a commentary. Provided
that you have a scanner and computer
this is a relatively easy procedure.
There are numerous free programs
capable of producing these and once
done you and your heirs will have a
permanent and understandable record
of your family history.
Paul Carwardine

A Samsung 64GB EVO Plus microSDXC with SD
adapter Class 10 UHS-1 Grade U3 memory card
supports 4K UHD. Offering R/W speeds of up to 100MB/s /60MB/s and a
10-year limited warranty. www.samsung.com/uk/memory-cards.

I was struck by the Martha
Holmes photograph of the
fan hugging Billy Eckstein,
not least because I’m also
a fan of his, although I
never got a chance to hug
him. However, when I went
to look for a book of
photographs by Martha
I was disappointed to ﬁnd
that she doesn’t seem to
have anything currently in
publication. Might you
have any hints?
Pete Spencer
We had a look online
too and couldn’t ﬁnd
anything, which is a
great shame. All we
can suggest is to keep
scouring second-hand
book stores, both digital
and bricks and mortar. If
any readers have leads,
do let us know – Geoff
Harris, deputy editor

Transferring images
from the Z 6
I’d like to reply to Gerald
Peppiatt’s query in Inbox
(AP 14 September) on
transferring Z 6 images
to his MacBook Air. I
have a Nikon Z 6 and can
successfully copy photos
directly from my camera
to Apple Mac laptops (a
nine-year-old MacBook
Pro and Air) running OS X
10.12 and using a USB
A to C cable. The only
downside to this method
is I can’t update ﬁrmware,
but it means not having
to carry an expensive XQD
card reader when I’m away
from home.
Stu Meech
In reply to Gerald
Peppiatt’s query (Inbox,
14 September), I download
my images from a Nikon
Z 6 to my Mac (which runs
macOS Mojave 10.14.6)
via a Lexar XQD card
reader and Adobe Bridge
2019. Without tempting
fate, I’ve had no problems.
Warwick Martin
This is in reference to
Gerald Peppiatt’s query
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talking to by describing
them, and as a woman I
don’t ﬁnd it sexist at all
– Amy Davies, cofeatures editor

Recapturing the buzz

Christopher queries Dench’s detailed description of the curator

(Inbox, 14 September). I
use a number of Macs and
have no problems with
Nikon Transfer 2. However,
it is necessary to use
Apple’s Image Capture to
tell the computer which
program to use when it
detects a card. Once that is
done, connecting the XQD
card from my D4 results in
Nikon Transfer opening
and I can transfer the
images quickly. I use a
Sony XQD USB adapter
for G series. I have macOS
10.14.5 and Nikon View
NX-i 1.3.3. with Nikon
Transfer 2 version 2.13.2.
I would recommend
upgrading to the latest
Nikon software. I haven’t
tried transferring images
to a MacBook Air using
the XQD cards and
adapter but it all works ﬁne
in every other respect.
Geoff Gale

Sexist language?

There was much to enjoy
when reading Peter
Dench’s article about the
amazing Hulton Archive
(Raiders of the lost archives,
24 August). I was,
however, shocked by his
repeated descriptions of
the archive curator,
Melanie Hough. I asked
myself whether, had the
curator been a man, would
he have given us such
personal details? Did we
need to know that her jaw
is strong, face freckled,
grip ﬁrm and blue eyes
imposing? Or the fact that
she was ‘pushing her

tawny hair behind a
pierced ear without an
earring’. I say no; we have
no need to know such
things. I am surprised that
this article was printed in
its published form when a
look at the AP editorial
team shows that the
majority are women. Also
the regular column Back in
the Day is not afraid to
take to task the sexist
portrayal of women in the
’60s and ’70s. By the end
of Dench’s article, he
seemed to have steered
himself away from the
language he used earlier
in the article, only to spoil
it yet again by telling us
that Melanie ‘softly guides
me back into the open’. I
don’t think such writing
has a place in AP today.
Christopher Burn
That is just the way Peter
Dench writes. Yes, he
would have written the
same if it had been a
man. Here’s a line from
his forthcoming piece
about John Downing (AP
19 October), as a case in
point: ‘His crisp white
shirt is unbuttoned and
wavy grey hair combed
back behind the ears.’
Peter likes to create a
picture of who he’s

I felt the same as Martin
Busby (Inbox, 24 August)
with regard to the unique
experiences delivered by
ﬁlm. To recapture some
of the expectation and
hope within the constraints
of severely restricted
numbers of exposures,
I bought a used Fujiﬁlm
Instax camera, complete
with a couple of 10
exposure ﬁlm packs.
The learning curve was
steep and expensive but,
the fun element was off
the scale for the ﬁrst time
since going digital! Highly
recommended therapy.
Colin Edwards

Back in the day

A wander through the AP archive. This
week we pay a visit to September 1985

1985

Photo of Saltwick Bay

In an article about the
Fujiﬁlm X-T2 (AP 31
August), you published a
photo by Mark Heslington
taken in Saltwick Bay. I
would like to express my
admiration for the planning
that must have gone into
capturing the image. The
wet rock shelfs around the
Nab are very ﬂat and often
very wet and slippery. But
they are only fully exposed
at low tide. Mark must have
planned to be there when
the low tide coincided with
the sunset. An excellent
image, no doubt produced
by excellent planning.
Having photographed
around the Nab myself,
Mark would not have had
very long before the tide
turned. Here is a warning
to anyone else: keep an
eye on your watch and
know when the tide is due
to turn. Because it is easy
to be on the wrong side of
the headland when the
tide rushes in.
David Price

AS THE cover suggests, this is another glamour
model-tastic from the AP archive, with an engrossing
feature comparing the lifestyles of two models:
former Page 3 stalwart Samantha Fox and a relative
newcomer called Julia Humphries. Samantha is still
knocking them dead at 53, while we did a Google
search for Julia and soon wish we hadn’t, as all that
popped up was a back issue of a certain ‘gentleman’s
magazine’ for sale on Amazon.
Moving swiftly on, this issue also featured a more
highbrow piece on portraits from the Sunday Telegraph
colour supplement. Some of the images are great,
particularly that of a mesmerising portrait of Richard
Avedon or that of Merle Park. Others are less so: the
torso of spiky-haired ’80s icon Leslie Ash merging into
what looks like a hipster’s wooden ﬂoor is probably
best left in the vault. Last but not least, there was a
round-up of budget zoom lenses, a useful beginner’s
guide to the darkroom, and a feature on using the
correct lighting for different situations.

YOUR FREE ENTRY CODE
Enter the code below via Photocrowd to get one
free entry to Round Seven – Whatever the weather

APOY20627037
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A mixed bag of Sunday Telegraph portraits from 1985
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Reader Portfolio
Spotlight on readers’ excellent images and how they captured them
1

Ullswater

3 Having gone from
one side of the lake
to the other, David
eventually returned
to this classic spot
and managed to
capture atmosphere,
mood, and a touch
of mist before the
conditions changed.
Canon EOS 6D,
17-40mm, 1/4sec
at f/13, ISO 100

David Ball, Nottingham

David dabbled in a number of different genres
before realising his true passion was landscape
photography. He’s happy any time he’s near
water – particularly the sea – and whenever
possible makes the effort to be in place for the
early light. I m forever checking the weather and tides,’ he
says, ‘as photography is never far from my mind.’ As is the
case with so many, a love of the outdoors is what drives him.
‘Being on a beach at 3am, watching and shooting the sunrise,
can’t be beaten.’ Visit www.davidballphotography.co.uk.

Godrevy
Lighthouse

1 The light was dull
when David first
arrived at this
Cornwall location,
but he was rewarded
for his patience.
Canon EOS 5DS R,
24-105mm, 8sec
at f/11, ISO 100

Glen Etive,
Glencoe

2 After exploring
for about 15 minutes,
David settled on this
composition, making
the most of the
glass-like reflections.
Canon EOS 5DS R,
16-35mm, 1/30sec
at f/11, ISO 100
2

NOTE: PR ZE APPL ES TO UK AND EU RES DENTS ONLY

YOUR PICTURES IN PRINT

The Reader Portfolio winner chosen every week will receive a
copy of Skylum Luminar 3, worth £65. See www.skylum.com

Submit your images
Please see the ‘Send us your
pictures’ section on page 3 for details
or visit www.amateurphotographer.
co.uk/portfolio

Luminar is a fully featured photo editor for Mac and PC designed for photographers of all skill levels, blending pro-level tools
with remarkable ease of use and an enjoyable experience. A new Library feature lets you organise, find and rate images easily,
while over 100 editing features, plus a suite of fast AI-powered technologies under the hood, will make any image stand out.

Elgol, Isle
of Skye

4 David went
down to the shore
at Elgol – one of his
favourite locations
– during a rough
high tide. The
textures in the sky
reflected the choppy
foreground water.
Canon EOS 5DS R,
16-35mm, 2sec
at f/13, ISO 100

Porth Nanven,
Cornwall

5 It took David four
years to get exactly
the image he wanted
here. Finally, the tide,
weather and time of
day came together
for a gorgeous
composition.
Canon EOS 5DS R,
24-105mm, 13sec
at f/11, ISO 100
5

4

Technique

PHOTOGRAPHY EVENTS

Grand day out
If you’d like to learn new skills from high-calibre photographers, or gain
access to locations and subjects normally out of bounds, consider booking
a photography event, says Tracy Calder

16

Rucksack

▲

Waterproof
cover

▲

KIT LIST

Photo events and workshops tend
to go ahead unless the weather
takes a seriously bad turn. Make
sure you’re well prepared by packing
a rain cover in your backpack for
your gear, and you have waterproof
clothing for yourself.

You might be expected
to cover a fair amount of
ground, so load your gear into
a backpack and only bring
what you need. You should
be sent a list of required kit
prior to the event, so stick to
it as much as you can.
28 September 2019 I www.amateurphotographer.co.uk I subscribe 0330 333 1113
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Attending a mock wedding is a great way to hone your skills

A

Carry plenty of empty memory
cards. If your camera has a
dual-card slot, consider saving
raw files to one card and JPEGs
to the other. Once a card is full,
you can secure its contents by
carefully sliding the little tab
down on the side.

Be prepared to walk a fair distance
to find fresh viewpoints. Wear
shoes that are comfortable and
appropriate for the location –
if you’re shooting at an
airfield or railway, for
example, open-toed
sandals are ill-advised.
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Batteries

▲

▲

Walking boots

▲

Memory cards
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Few people will
have access to
an Avro Vulcan
XM655, but thanks
to TimeLine Events
Mike got his shot

wedding is under way – the bride and
groom are standing under a colourful
arch of ﬂowers, lightly touching heads;
the aisle is lined with candles; and rings
are about to be exchanged. Somewhere from
the back of the church a photographer shouts
out, ‘Stop, can we do that again please, I missed
the shot.’ Despite appearances this is not a real
wedding – it’s a carefully staged event designed
to help photographers hone their skills. ‘It’s like
shooting a real wedding, but without the pressure,’
laughs Tiffany Tangen, events manager at Wex
Photo Video. ‘We have a bride and a groom, but we
can say “Stop, bring it back; this is where you need
to take your shot.”’
Wex Photo Video is one of a number of companies
to see the commercial potential in hosting one-day
events, seminars and workshops. By laying on
fake weddings, portraiture sessions, and lighting
masterclasses, for example, photographers can
experiment with techniques and equipment, which
ultimately encourages them to invest more time
and money in their hobby. Prices for these events
can range from £0-£100 or more, so it’s important
to be well prepared for the experience. Prior to
booking, some photographers might be concerned
that their technical knowledge will let them down,
or that they will come home with the same images
as everyone else, but this doesn’t have to be the
case. To alleviate these concerns, I spoke to three
leaders in the photo events industry.
Neil Cave runs TimeLine Events, which brings
heritage and photography together to recreate
scenes from past eras. Neil has been taking
pictures since the age of six, and has worked

If you’re using live view, shooting
video or firing off multiple
frames a second, your battery is
likely to drain quickly. Conserve
power by storing full batteries
in a pocket close to your body,
keeping Playback to a minimum,
and turning off Wi-Fi.
17
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in the photography industry for
more than 20 years, so he should
know a thing or two about what makes
photographers tick! As a train enthusiast,
the first event he organised took place at
a steam railway in Devon in 1997, but
since then he has branched out to cover
everything from boats and aviation to
re-enactments and wildlife. (Some of
TimeLine’s more unusual events include
Victorians & steam punk, camel racing,
and portraiture in a pumping station!)
One of the company’s most popular
events is held in Lincolnshire, where
participants get the chance to shoot a
Lancaster bomber, from all angles, with
its Merlin engines running. The event is
attended by a cast of RAF Bomber

Command re-enactors who are happy to
load bombs and trolleys onto the plane to
maximise picture potential. Re-enactors
are crucial to TimeLine’s success. ‘We
liaise with groups of re-enactors across
the whole country,’ explains Neil. ‘We
try to give people the opportunity to
get photographs of people, events and
locations that they wouldn’t normally be
able to get on their own.’
But with 100 or so people attending an
event such as this, how can Neil be sure
that every photographer goes home with
something unique to them? ‘We try to
encourage people to try out different
positions and angles,’ he explains, ‘but
nowadays so much of it comes down to
post-production that no one is really going

Above left: TimeLine
Events uses re-enactors
to add authenticity
to heritage events

Above: Gaining access
to subjects and views
that are normally out
of bounds is rewarding

© ANDY WESTLAKE

© GARY DUNCAN
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TIPS FOR MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR DAY

Express individuality

Speak up

Don’t get frustrated

If you find yourself in a line of photographers
all hankering after the same photograph,
use it as an opportunity to try something new.
Experiment with different angles, lenses and
techniques until you find something that is
completely unique to you.

If a prop isn’t in the right place for the image
you had in your mind’s eye, ask to move it.
Similarly, if a model isn’t in a pose that works
for you, ask if they can adjust their position.
Be aware of the needs of others, but don’t
be afraid to speak up!

There may be times when you are working
in areas with certain restrictions, or when
members of the group prevent you from taking
a picture in some way. Try not to get too
frustrated – demonstrate your superior skills
by thinking outside the box.

18
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‘Nowadays so much of it comes down to post-production
that no one is going to end up with the same photograph’

to end up with the same photograph. The
guys who think outside of the box will
always get something different.’

© WEX PHOTO VIDEO

© PAW PHOTOGRAPHY

Producing unique images

Try something new

Ask for help

If you always shoot weddings, try steam punk;
if you tend to gravitate towards wildlife, try
motorsports. We all have preferred genres,
but stepping outside of our comfort zone
occasionally can lead to refreshing, and
pleasantly surprising, results.

If you think you might benefit from some
one-to-one tuition, enquire about group sizes
and be prepared to pay a little more for
someone’s undivided attention. However, don’t
be put off by a lack of technical knowledge;
help is always on hand.
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The desire to produce unique images is
something Tiffany is also aware of, which
is why Wex Photo Video ensures that there
are plenty of opportunities to play around
with equipment and different set-ups. ‘You
can ask us to move things and change stuff
around,’ she reveals. ‘There’s plenty of time
to experiment.’ While some photographers
may feel confident requesting props be
changed or asking models to move, others
may lack the confidence or technical
know-how to produce the image they have
in their mind’s eye. This is when one-toone attention is vital. ‘Currently our
photo days and experiences are designed
for six to 12 students, depending on the
type of course,’ reveals Ian Savage, head
of retail and academy training at Jessops.
‘By keeping the groups small we can
ensure that everyone gets the special
attention they need.’
Jessops has plenty of people on
hand offering technical assistance
19
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Whether you have a
passion for wildlife,
weddings, aviation
or trains, there is a
photo event for you

during its events, which include
workshops for photographers looking
to ‘break free from the chains of Auto
mode’ and Orca safari experiences. ‘Our
events are focused on the attendees and
what they want to get out of them,’ says
Ian. ‘A huge part of the experience is
dedicated to technical assistance, and we
offer feedback on all images to encourage
more accomplished photographers
to challenge themselves.’
For Neil at TimeLine Events, however,
the focus is on the experience delivered
by a heritage day rather than dedicated
one-to-one training. ‘Obviously there are
people on hand to help you set up your
camera and choose what settings to use
for particular events or themes, but we
are offering experience days rather than
training days,’ he advises. ‘We do offer
camera training days though.’

What makes them special
While most group sizes are relatively
modest, some TimeLine and Wex events
can be attended by as many as 100 people.

‘We held one event where the photographers varied from
having never touched a camera to a fully fledged pro’
‘Places on our boat trips are restricted
because of insurance,’ says Neil, ‘but some
of the aircraft events can attract up to 100
people. You have to bear in mind that if
you’re photographing a bunch of airplanes
then you’re going to be spread across a
huge area, so it never feels like there’s that
many people there.’ One of the reasons
Wex events are so well attended is the
company’s ability to attract big-name
photographers such as Martin Parr, Rory
Lewis and Peter Dench. ‘We’ve been very
lucky,’ says Tiffany. ‘We’ve started running
Legends events where photographers
come and talk about their careers and the
equipment they use, and we’ve made these
free so that people who wouldn’t normally
get a chance to meet such high-calibre
artists can learn from them.’
Photographers of all levels are welcomed
by Tiffany, Neil and Ian. ‘We held one
event where there were 12 people and they

varied from never having touched a
camera to a fully ﬂedged pro,’ Tiffany
reveals. ‘On our workshops we tend
to keep group sizes quite small (8-12
participants), so it’s never been a problem.
We have enough staff and professional
photographers on hand to pay attention
where it’s needed.’ Neil concurs. ‘We
welcome photographers of all levels and
styles. Our events are geared towards
giving you a day that you will remember
for years to come.’ Finally, Ian utilises the
knowledge and experience his staff have
garnered from years working on the shop
ﬂoor. ‘Our team understands different
cameras across the board and can tailor
help and advice for students depending
on which brand they’re using,’ he assures.
With so much knowledge, enthusiasm,
and attention to detail in evidence, it’s
clear that signing up for a photo event
will result in a grand day out.

Photography days
and events

© SARAH BAYNHAM

Technical assistance is on hand at Jessops events to help you capture the most challenging subjects
20

CameraWorld cameraworld.co.uk
Clifton Cameras cliftoncameras.co.uk
Jessops jessops.com
Leica en.leica-camera.com
London Camera Exchange lcegroup.com
Park Cameras parkcameras.com
TimeLine Events timelineevents.org
Wex Photo Video wexphotovideo.com
Wilkinson Cameras wilkinson.co.uk
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Wex Photo Video is a Which?
Recommended Provider
Source: Which? members’ annual survey
June-July 2018.

Trade in
to trade up
to a full-frame FE lens
for your Sony camera

We now offer trade-in for cash*
on selected items. This offer is
available online only.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Request a quote online
or call us for a guide price

We’ll collect your gear
for free

Spend your credit
on a Sony EF lens

Submit a quote at www.wex.co.uk/part-ex or
call us on 01603 481836 Monday-Friday 8.30am-6pm
Terms and Conditions: *Trade-in for cash is applicable on selected items, online only. Wex Photo Video reserve the right to remove trade-in for cash
applicable items and alter trade-in values at any time. For more details visit wex.com/help/terms-and-conditions. Cash for trade-in values based on
used item being a very light use. Subject to full inspection. Wex Photo Video is a trading name of Calumet Photographic Limited (Company Registration
Number: 00425579) and Warehouse Express Limited (Company Registration Number: 03366976). VAT Number: 108 2374 32. Registered ofﬁce: 13
Frensham Road, Sweet Briar Industrial Estate, Norwich, Norfolk, NR3 2BT. © Warehouse Express Limited 2019.

Filter System

Intuitive design

Sturdy yet lightweight

Easy to handle, the holder can be operated
with one hand, and is compatible with all
existing LEE 100mm filters

Weighs 16% less than our
original holder

Simple swap
One, two and three-slot
filter-guide blocks can
be switched over quickly
and easily

Snap-on
polariser
New polariser
clicks into place
in one smooth
movement

Tough and rigid
Manufactured from
injection-moulded
composite materials,
the new holder is
precision engineered
for durability

Locking dial
New locking system ensures
the holder stays secure, with
or without rotation

Welcoming the latest additions to the LEE100 family:
LEE100 Hood

LEE100 Tandem Adaptor

A self-supporting, water
resistant lens hood that works
intuitively with the LEE100
Holder, enables photographers
and videographers to shade the
lens from glare and direct or
off-angle light.

For when one holder just isn’t enough,
the Tandem Adaptor allows two
LEE100 holders to be joined together
and rotated independently from each
other – perfect for precise creative
control of the exposure in complex
lighting situations

Available now from
LEE Filters Stockists

Available now from
LEE Filters Stockists

lee100holder.com

In association with

Amateur
Photographer
of the Year

Here are the top 30 images uploaded to Photocrowd from Round Five,
Small Worlds, with comments by the AP team

Round Five Small Worlds

1 st

The winner
of Round Five
– Small Worlds
can choose
products of up
to £1,000 in
value (based on
Sigma’s RRP) as
their prize. If the
winner’s choice of
lens is above this
amount, they can
choose to pay
the difference.
The SIGMA 70mm F2.8 DG Macro |
Art (RRP £499.99) delivers
outstanding resolution with pin-sharp
clarity, while the SIGMA APO Macro
150mm F2.8 EX DG OS HSM (RRP
£999.99), a wide-aperture telephoto
macro lens, features Sigma’s Optical
Stabilizer for easier handholding.

1 Jay Birmingham UK
30pts

Canon EOS 6D Mark II, 24-70mm at 70mm,
25sec at f/14, ISO 100

This is a worthy winning image. The
dark and dominant background
leads the eye into the delicate and
warm tone of the isolated fungus
that the photographer has perfectly
positioned just off centre. The light
is simply beautiful, pouring down
onto the fungus. The movement of
the surrounding water has created
a calm and tranquil effect which
enhances the main subject even
further. There is a serenity to this
image that is enticing.
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4th
2nd
2 Henrik Spranz Austria 29pts

4 Dmitry Saltykov Russia 27pts

Canon EOS 5D Mark IV, 180mm, 1/1000sec at f/4, ISO 500

Canon EOS 60D, 100mm, 1/200sec at f/3.5, ISO 100

Two male black-veined white butterflies rest on
a Dianthus cruentus, the combination of cream,
black and red drawing the eye straight to the
upper-centre area of the frame. It’s a beautifully
balanced image, with just the right proportion
of sharp and soft areas. The swirly bokeh in the
background is gorgeous and doesn’t distract. But
let’s not forget the most important feature of this
image – the butterflies themselves. They are pin
sharp, and the way in which their antennae cross
over completes a wonderful macro image.

The colours in this image are simply fantastic.
The cool tone of the background, the paleness
of the delicate dandelion head and the vibrant
red design on the bug placed perfectly in the
centre of the frame all work extremely well
together. The pink within the seed heads even
echoes the creature’s colouring. Dmitry has done
well to use a wide aperture to isolate this detail.
An excellent piece of macro work.
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3rd

3 Tony North UK 28pts

Nikon D500, 105mm, 1/640sec at f/10, ISO 640

Stunning in its simplicity, it would be easy to
conclude this was a straightforward image to
capture – but there’s no doubt that patience and
timing played a huge part in its success. As with
Henrik Spranz’s image (far left), it’s all about
balance, with the three butterﬂies forming a lovely
triangle – a classic compositional device that has
been used since time immemorial. The muted
tones are very appealing, and it was the right
choice to ensure the background was as plain
as possible. A lovely capture.

5th

5 Jay Birmingham UK 0pts

Canon EOS 6D Mark II, 100mm, 1/250sec at f/3.5, ISO 100

This banded demoiselle was photographed at
dawn – one of the best times to capture ﬂighty
insects, as the air is cool and they are still in a state
of torpor. The detail is superb, and the viewer can
see every vein in the demoiselle’s wings, while the
gorgeous emerald colour of its abdomen leaps
out of the frame.
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7 Julia Martin UK 24pts
Canon EOS 5D Mark IV, 100mm,
1/100sec at f/4.5, ISO 200

Achieving a flat plane of
focus here was no mean
feat. Julia calls this the ‘Circle
of Life’ and it’s easy to see
why. A powerful shot.

10 Steve James UK 0pts
Nikon D850, 100mm, 1/250sec at
f/16, ISO 80

7
6 Neil Burnell
UK 25pts
Nikon Z 7, 180mm,
1/10sec at f/2.8, ISO 64

6

It’s tough to make an insect
appear full of character, but
Steve has succeeded here.
It’s so sharp you can make
out each individual hair on
the cockchafer’s body.

10

Subtle yet striking,
the highlight
around the
butterfly is a great
framing device.

14 Henrik Spranz Austria 0pts

Canon EOS 5D Mark III, 85mm, 1/200sec
at f/1.8, ISO 125

The fragility of this flower is enhanced by
keeping it so small in the frame. The
out-of-focus highlights appear like
spotlights shining on it.

11

12

11 June Fox UK 20pts
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, 100mm,
1/125sec at f/16, ISO 160

Capturing the frog on the
right just before it touches
the other one leaves the
viewer making up their own
story about the scene.
26

12 Kai Kolodziej Austria
19pts
Nikon D750, 90mm, 1/100sec at
f/4.5, ISO 250

Superb focusing ensures
the gecko’s head is perfectly
sharp. There’s no need for
any more detail in the scene.
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8 Flavio Tosti
Italy 23pts
Nikon D3X, 200mm,
1/25sec at f/6.3, ISO 100

The lovely feathery
appearance of
this seed head is
enhanced by the
backlighting. The
swirling fronds
make it look alive.

9 Steve James
UK 22pts
Nikon D850, 105mm,
1/250sec at f/1.8, ISO 80

8

Steve has done
an amazing job
to keep the entire
ﬂy sharp through
focus stacking.
The editing is
ﬂawless, too.

9
13 David Lain UK 18pts

13

Nikon D810, 200mm, 1/400sec at f/6.3, ISO 800

The emerald-like colouring of this
beetle contrasts beautifully with the
green leaf. The composition leaves
space on the right for it to walk into.

15 Frani Smith USA 16pts
Canon EOS 6D, 100mm, 1/8sec at f/18, ISO 640

The shapes and colours here are
superb and the end result appears like a
vibrant ﬂower. Half a stop extra exposure
would have made it pop even more.

16 Tony North UK 0pts
Nikon D500, 105mm, 1/80sec at f/10, ISO 640

The colours of these damselﬂies really
leap out of the image. The red one
being higher than the blue helps to
balance the composition effectively.

15

16
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18
17 Edward Payne UK 14pts

18 Maggie Bullock UK 13pts

Canon EOS 7D Mark II, 100mm,
1/160sec at f/3.2, ISO 100

Olympus E-M1 Mark II, 300mm,
1/320sec at f/8, ISO 160

Excellent detail in the reflection, and the Sometimes simple is best. The space
central composition keeps it strong.
above the horse fly is just right.

23
22 Marco Tagliarino Italy
9pts
Canon EOS 6D, 70-200mm at
150mm, 1/1600sec at f/4, ISO 200

This chameleon’s camouflage
is shown off perfectly here.
The movement in the leg is
a good finishing touch.

23 Sailesh Patel UK 8pts
Canon EOS R, 65mm, 1/200sec
at f/14, ISO 50

This imaginative close-up
of bubbles shows there is
beauty in everyday things
– we don’t need to go
looking for exotic subjects.
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26 Caron Steele UK 5pts

27 Alius Imago UK 4pts

Canon EOS-1D X Mark II, 100mm,
1/200sec at f/18, ISO 200

Nikon D800E, 105mm, 1/100sec
at f/3.2, ISO 100

A strong composition, where
shooting from a low angle
has worked well. The flash is
a touch harsh, but otherwise
it’s a successful shot.

The delicacy of this clematis
is enhanced by use of the
backlighting technique. Filling
the frame with the petals
keeps things semi-abstract.
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28

28 Tony Cooper
UK 3pts
Nikon D7200,
105mm, 1/400sec
at f/10, ISO 400

Tony has done
well to spot the
near-perfect
symmetry of this
scene, and has
captured it at just
the right angle.
Nicely done.
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20

19

19 Ron Boon UK 12pts

20 Steve Baker UK 11pts

21 Chris Smith UK 10pts

Nikon D810, 105mm, 1/160sec
at f/18, ISO 200

Nikon D90, 200mm, 1/10sec
at f/5.6, ISO 200

Canon EOS 7D Mark II, 105mm,
1/30sec at f/9, ISO 100

The amazing colours of
the tree frog stand out
stunningly against the black
background. The diagonal
composition is strong, too.

An unusual treatment of the
brief. We like the abstract
approach. The highlight could
be toned down a little, but
overall it’s a strong image.

Placing coloured card
underneath a clear tub of
frogspawn is an imaginative
way of approaching the
subject, and works well.

25 Maik Kellner Germany 6pts

Olympus E-M10 Mark II, 60mm,
1/800 sec at f/3.2, ISO 200

The alien-like appearance of this carpenter
bee is emphasised by capturing it head on.
Perseverance has paid off well.

24 Neil Leatham UK 7pts

Sony A99 Mark II, 100-300mm at
105mm, 1/500sec at f/4.5, ISO 800

Excellent focusing on the snail’s
head, with just the right depth of
ﬁeld to retain detail in the shell.
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Özgür Kerem
Bulur Turkey
Sony A7, 35mm,
2.5sec at f/4, ISO 200

29 Jean
Jameson UK
2pts

30 Eberhard
Ehmke
Germany 1pt

Olympus E-M1 Mark II,
60mm, 1/160sec
at f/8, ISO 200

Panasonic DMC-G3,
45mm, 1/100sec
at f/10, ISO 1600

A good and neat
composition that
plays with our
perceptions. Is it a
snake or a curling
stem? The blue
creates a strong
background, too.

A graphic and
imaginative
treatment of
a tricky-tophotograph
subject. The spot
colour is a fun
ﬁnishing touch.

CROWD
WINNER

A stunning
close-up that
brings out the
metallic colours of
the weevil. Using
focus stacking
keeps it pin-sharp
throughout.
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The 2019 leaderboard

Caron Steele retains the lead she has held from the start of this year’s
APOY. Can she be caught? Marco Tagliarino is hot on her heels, only 16
points behind. Jay, Henrik, Tony and Steve have more than one image in
the top 30, so only their highest-scoring image counts.
1 Caron Steele
2 Marco Tagliarino
3 Darren Rose
3= Steve James
5 Neil Burnell

90pts
74pts
53pts
53pts
51pts

6 Flavio Tosti
50pts
7 Henrik Spranz
48pts
8 Tom Franklin de Waart 42pts
9 Stuart Ashley
40pts
10 Jay Birmingham
39pts

To enter and ﬁnd details of the upcoming rounds of APOY 2019 visit www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/apoy and click Enter Now
subscribe 0330 333 1113 I www.amateurphotographer.co.uk I 28 September 2019
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We sell Nikon...

40 Churton Street, London SW1V 2LP, England Tel: 020-7828 4925 Mon-Fri 10am - 5:30pm, Sat 10am - 1pm
info@graysofwestminster.co.uk Visit our website: www.graysofwestminster.co.uk

Facebook: Grays of Westminster

YouTube: Grays of Westminster

Instagram: @nikonatgrays

Twitter: @nikonatgrays

LinkedIn: Grays of Westminster

Technique

BLEND MULTIPLE IMAGES

Tripod

▲

KIT LIST

A sturdy tripod is essential
for keeping your camera
still in one place. Make
sure everything is locked
securely into position.
Avoid strong winds,
and if there is a slight
breeze weigh the
tripod down with
a bag.
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▲

© STEPHEN WILKES

Claire Gillo shares the work of iconic day to night photographer

Interval shooting
You either need a camera that has
an interval- or timelapse-shooting
feature or a plug-in remote shutter
release that has that feature. The
third option if you have neither of
these things is to fire each shot
manually. We’d recommend
using some sort of remote
release though to take the
shot so you don’t move
the camera.
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Stephen Wilkes and reveals how to try it yourself on a budget scale

Stephen photographed
this water resource
for 26 hours from
18ft in the air

▲

Editing software

You need an image-editing
program that can use layers to
process all your final images
together. We opted to use
Photoshop CC; however there are
other editing programs out there
such as Photoshop Elements or
Affinity Photo that can do just
as good a job and cost less if
you don’t have Photoshop CC
to hand. Shop around.

T

ime and photography go hand in hand.
A photograph is a moment of time
captured at a split second or a number
of seconds/minutes/hours depending
on the shutter speed. While modern cameras
can capture some amazing results in just one
frame, if you want to capture a long passing of
time (i.e. the turning from day to night) then it’s
best to shoot multiple frames and then blend
them together.
That is a basic outline of what Stephen Wilkes
has done for his latest book Day to Night. Wilkes
spent many years shooting iconic locations such
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as the African Serengeti, Times Square in New
York City, Trafalgar Square in London and the
Eiffel Tower in Paris to name just a few. In a
TED talk on YouTube (bit.ly/2yvEnPW) Wilkes
reveals that he captured these places for long
periods of time and then blended the images
together for a ﬂawless composition. For many
of his composites Wilkes would shoot more than
1,500 exposures (even up to 2,000 images for
some) from the same ﬁxed angle. The durations
of his shoots would last anywhere from 15 to 30
hours, and then at the post-production stage
he painstakingly edited the ﬁnal frames
33

© STEPHEN WILKES

together, often over a period of
several months. When you look
closely at his city scenes you can see the
same person/people in different places
throughout the day, and even details
such as their shadows move as the light
changes. These small touches really add
to the ﬁnal effect.
If you’re thinking of doing something
similar and to the same high degree, then
this type of project requires much patience
and technical expertise not only at the
shooting stage, but also in the planning.
In fact Wilkes waited more than two years
to gain permission to photograph Pope
Francis celebrating Easter Mass at the
Vatican, and in 2013, he was lucky enough
to capture the presidential inauguration of The Eiffel Tower in Paris changing from day (bottom half) to night (top half)

SHOOTING AND EDITING A DAY TO NIGHT
Although we didn’t come
anywhere close to capturing
1,500 frames for our final
result we still got a great
result! Here’s how we did it
For our day to night interpretation
we took a slightly different approach
to Stephen Wilkes and used a
ghosting effect to blend our images
together. This meant that some of
our ﬁgures overlapped. Whilst we
don’t deny the technical expertise
it took for Wilkes to complete his
amazing day to night images and fully
appreciate the amount of time he put
in at the editing stage, we think ours
is still a great result if you want to try
this technique as a day project and
have limited resources.

4 Keep an eye out

As you shoot keep watch for interesting
happenings in the scene. You can always
bypass your camera’s set timings and shoot
a frame in between the scheduled exposures
if the right element comes into the frame. In
this case the girl playing with her father in the
foreground made a lovely moment to capture.
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5 Check exposures

Finally as you or your camera is shooting, keep
checking the histogram as it ﬂashes up on the
back screen to ensure your highlights haven’t
blown. If your camera is over exposing turn
the exposure compensation down a touch to
compensate. It’s very important to keep an
eye on this element throughout the shoot.

6 Get organised

Review your images in an organiser program
such as Adobe Bridge and highlight any image
that you think has a point of interest and good
light – you want to have a range from day to
night. We selected nine to work with in the end.
Once you’ve selected your ﬁnal images to blend,
ensure you label them in the correct order.
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BLEND MULTIPLE IMAGES
Barack Obama. He reveals in the TED
talk, ‘Day to Night is a compilation about
all the things I love about the medium
of photography. It’s about landscape;
it’s about street photography, colour,
architecture, perspective, scale and
history. When you spend 15 hours looking
at a place you’re going to see things a little
more differently than if you just walk up
to something and take a picture.’
Wilkes shoots on the digital equivalent of
an 8x10 camera. For many of us, having
access to such a high-end kit isn’t an
option, but don’t let that put you off.
It is still possible to use standard kit and
capture the same idea (just with a bit less

resolution!). If you want to try this
yourself then a sturdy tripod is an
essential piece of kit for keeping your
camera still in one place.
Wilkes shoots most of his composites
from a high vantage point on a cherry
picker, which for the majority of us is
unlikely expenditure! Although being up
high is an advantage it is not essential, and
the main element to focus on when setting
up your shot is getting a good composition.
You want to ﬁnd a strong angle that
reveals interesting elements whatever the
time of day. We set up our composition on
the beach at Slapton Sands in Devon and
captured the people moving around from
day to night. To ﬁnd out how, follow
our simple steps.

1 Composition

2 Camera settings

7 Raw batch adjustments

8 Layer masks

Try it yourself

When the sun is still high in the sky set
your camera up on a tripod. Once you’re
happy with your composition lock it down
securely into position. At this point you want to
focus about a third of the way into your frame
and check the focus is sharp. Once happy,
switch the focus setting to the manual
setting to lock it in place.

Open these images into ACR (or make raw
adjustments if using another program) and
tweak the images to check the exposure
details are correct on each image. We also
boosted the contrast and clarity on each
frame. Click on Select All and open these
in the main editor.

We opted to set our camera in the Aperture
priority mode, and set our aperture to f/11
at ISO 200. We also dropped the exposure
compensation by half a stop just to ensure
the highlights didn’t blow. As we were in the
Aperture priority mode as the light dropped,
our shutter speed time increased and
captured movement.

Have the darkest image on the bottom of the
stack and import all the other images in the
correct order (from dark to lightest on top).
Use the Move tool to drag and drop while
pressing down Shift as you let go. You will need
to add a Layer Mask to each layer, apart from
the background. Hide each layer above the
background layer apart from the ﬁrst.
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Day to Night is a hardback book with two fold-outs
that showcases 60 panoramas capturing the
changing of day to night. The photographer
Stephen Wilkes spent nine years (2009-2018)
creating these composites. Day to Night is 260
pages and measures 16.5 x 13in. It is published
by Taschen (www.taschen.com) and available now.
To find out more go to bit.ly/2TazqVY.

3 Interval shooting

Think about how often you want to shoot
a frame. In the end we opted to take one
every two minutes over a period of four
hours which gave us 120 frames (plus a few
extra that we shot manually) to work with.
(However we only used a handful of these).
We set our camera’s interval-shooting
setting to take the images.

9 Use the Gradient tool

Go to the Gradient tool (Foreground to
Transparent setting) with black selected as
the foreground colour. On the layer mask, hold
down Shift and draw (left to right) a straight line
to remove as much of the scene as desired.
Do the same for each layer, coming in a bit less
each time so they blend. Finally use the Brush
tool to pull/hide any parts of the scene.
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ALL IMAGES © DAVE FIELDHOUSE

This painted wall in
the strong morning
sunlight caught my
eye. I waited for a
passerby whose
shadow, with
thumb poised
perfectly, made
the image pop

Perhaps the trickiest shot of the
project. Combining the timings
of the shutter speed and moving
train to create the look I wanted
took many, many attempts

Photo Stories

Facetime

Dave Fieldhouse shares the story behind his
micro street project on people on their phones

F

eedback is essential to developing
our skills, and social media for all of
its faults can often be the best place
for that feedback to be found. It’s
faceless and at times can be incredibly cruel
but also, occasionally spot on. When I posted a
street photograph and received the comment
‘Boring’ from a photographer whose judgement
I trusted, I took a second look at the work I had
proudly displayed less than an hour earlier, just
as soon as I had calmed down. There was
nothing technically wrong with the image: it was
sharp enough; exposed correctly (maybe a little
high key); and there was nothing wrong with the
subject – the guy against the wall – whatsoever
(see image on far right, middle row).
The fault, if that’s what we’re going to call
it, was the subject matter. People on phones
are largely detached emotionally from the
scene. There is a metaphorical gap between
the viewer/photographer and the story within.
A simple image of someone on their phone
just didn’t ‘do it for me’, and I guess this was
what the critic was getting at too. I made an
instant decision to simply avoid photographing
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people who were using a mobile device. And
herein lies the problem…
Spend any signiﬁcant amount of time in a
major city (London and Birmingham are my
main stomping grounds) and you will quickly
notice that everyone is on their phone. It’s a
social epidemic. Everywhere you look people
are texting, talking, tweeting, catching up on
last night’s goals or seeing who’s ‘dissing’ who
in the world of reality TV. It’s a fact of modern
life that we simply cannot do without our
gadgets. Perhaps it’s more noticeable in the
city where said gadgets are stashed away in
drawers most of the day, then freed to allow
us to binge feed our habits as we go to grab a
coffee or walk between meetings? I’m as guilty,
and it drives me nuts too.
So, if I can’t avoid photographing folk on their
phones, and people are what make the image,
what could I do? This sounded like a challenge
and the makings of a micro project right there;
something I thrive on! I started thinking about
how I could incorporate distracted people into
an image and still make it eye-catching and
noteworthy, while complementing the subject.

Armed with a Fujiﬁlm X-Pro2 and Fujinon
XF35mmF2 R WR prime lens, I took to the
streets looking for stories. I tried playing with
shadows, bold colours, motion blur, and when
the person wasn’t enough (through no fault
of their own) I turned my attention to their
surroundings and let some of the marvellous
modern city architecture bring the interest. I
have photographed in the rain and in strong
sunlight. I have photographed people through
the windows of a moving underground train
(that took quite a few attempts), and at night,
using the light from the handheld device to
illuminate the face.

Learning from failure
As with my landscape work, my ﬁrst glance at
a new image is always to see what is wrong
with it, rather than what is right. This is the
only way I learn and hopefully improve. In this
instance, I focused my attention on the man
in the picture – the subject of the image was
100% him, and this was the wrong thing to do.
I was being lazy; spotted an easy, static target;
and forgot to tell a story or create mystery.
Avoiding the ‘boring’ image is essential if we
are trying to engage with the third person, in
this case the viewer. Self-critique is one of the
hardest skills to develop. Of course, we love
our own work, we’re attached to it emotionally
and have invested time and effort to create it,
but some of the best photographers I know,
are also some of the most self-critical. ‘Is it
boring?’ is now the ﬁrst thing I ask myself
when reviewing an image or scene.
I still have a lot to learn in the ﬁeld of street
photography, but little failures like that one
image and the honest feedback it received are
examples of exactly what we need every
now and then to progress in our art.
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Geometric
shapes and
reflections
on glass turn
what would be
uninteresting
into eye-catching

This worked
perfectly as a
steely, stylish
mono image

Dave Fieldhouse

An award-winning freelance photographer
from the Midlands, Dave specialises
in landscape, street and architectural
photography for magazines and corporate
clients alike. See more of his work at
www.davefieldhouse photography.com.

One of my personal favourites
from the project. Make
your own story up for this one

There was nothing technically wrong with this shot, but essentially
the comment received was accurate: it was a boring image

It was almost guaranteed that the first person
to approach this scene would be on their phone
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Absorbed in the world
at our fingertips, we often
miss what’s in front of us
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LOCATION GUIDE

Eskdale

The Eskdale valley is one
of the quieter locations in
the Lakes owing to its
remoteness, but it’s one of
the most spectacular, as
Stuart McGlennon explains
Telephoto
zoom
▲

The weather in the Lakes is
often extremely changeable,
which makes for some
wonderful displays of
dappled light on the tops of
the high peaks, so a good
telephoto to pick out and
isolate those moments
is essential.

ND filters
& polariser
▲

The many streams and
waterfalls offer great
opportunities to experiment
with longer shutter speeds,
making an ND filter a vital
bit of kit as well as a
polariser to kill the glare and
saturate the colours on
those wet rocks.
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KIT LIST

THE Lake District is full of spectacular locations,
though for sheer ruggedness and remoteness the
Eskdale Valley takes some beating. Alfred Wainwright
described Eskdale as ‘One of the loveliest of
Lakeland’s valleys, descends from the highest and
wildest mountains in the district to the sands of
Ravenglass in a swift transition from bleak and craggy
ridges, to verdant woodlands and pastures watered by
a charming river.’
The valley is notable for being one of few major
valleys in the Lake District not to have its own lake,
although several tarns are perched above the valley
sides including Devoke Water, which is the largest tarn
in the Lake District.
Located on the edge of the National Park, the valley
is linked to its perhaps more illustrious neighbour, the
Langdale Valley, by the infamous Hardknott and
Wrynose Pass. It’s also home to the highest ground in
England, the Scafells, as well as other 850m-plus
peaks like Bowfell, Esk Pike and Crinkle Crags. The
south-east facing aspect of the Scafells is probably an
even more spectacular vista than its more commonly
seen view from the ever-popular Wastwater.
The valley has a multitude of places you can
photograph, including the ancient Roman Fort, Stanley
Ghyll waterfall, the many streams along the River Esk
as they wind their way up to the head of the valley,
Devoke Water on the nearby Birker Fell, and the
dramatic views across to the Scafell Range from
Hardknott Fell itself.

Above: An isolated waterfall surrounded by rich green
vegetation makes a great shot with a slow shutter speed
Fujifilm X-T3 with 16-55mm lens, 1sec at f/8, ISO 160

Stuart McGlennon

is a professional landscape photographer and
gallery owner based in the Lake District. He won
the Sunday Times Magazine Award in this year’s UK
Landscape Photographer Of The Year.
www.lensdistrict.com
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Shooting
advice
When to go

Autumn would
absolutely be my choice for
the best time of year to
visit, where the foliage is
turning to more vibrant
colours, and the sunrise/
sunset times are more
amenable. In late autumn
the light in the evening
floods the valley and lights
up the distant fells, and
there’s even the possibility
of some snow on the high
peaks if you time it well.
Additionally, locations like
Stanley Ghyll and the
surrounding woodland
areas are likely to be full
of colour.

Food and
lodging

Crinkle Crags taken in the
soft evening light during the
winter months
Nikon D810 with 16-35mm lens,
1/6sec at f/11, ISO 64

The valley offers several
pubs and B&Bs along its
road out towards Eskdale
Green – probably the best
one is the Woolpack Inn
which serves delicious food
year round and also has
accommodation. Also the
Bower House Inn at
Eskdale Green is worth a
look. There are two or
three campsites dotted
along the valley for those
wanting to camp.

What to avoid

ALL PICTURES © STUART MCGLENNON

The misty conditions at
Devoke Water create a
great atmospheric shot
Nikon D810, 16-35mm, 25sec
at f/13, ISO 40

If visiting in winter, check
local traffic updates as
during cold snaps the
Hardknott Pass and Birker
Fell roads are often closed
due to the threat of ice, or
if there’s been a heavy
snowfall. These roads in
good conditions are fine to
drive through but should
be avoided in ice, though
often the decision is taken
for you anyway by the
authorities. Make sure that
if you take to the high fells
to always be prepared, with
suitable warm clothing for
the conditions, maps/
compasses, etc. and also to
inform someone of your
intended route. The
weather can quickly
change in the Lakes so
always be as best prepared
as you can be.
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9 stores nationwide

NEW IN
RENTAL

£24
per day*

Profoto B10 Plus
Works with Cano , Nikon,
Sony and Fujiﬁlm TTL*

Why choose Wex Rental?
Choose from a wide
range of products

Competitive prices

Including cameras,
lenses, accessories,
video and lighting

We will match the daily
price of any UK rental
competitor

Over night delivery across
the UK

with same-day delivery
available in London
and Manchester

Visit rental.wex.co.uk or call us on 020 7383 5127
Terms and Conditions: TTL compatibility requires additional Profoto Remote. Rental prices exclude damage waiver and VAT. Delivery charges depend
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CAMERA TEST

Testbench

Set to ISO1600, the G7 X Mark
III produced a pleasing JPEG of
the interior of Truro Cathedral
24mm equivalent, 1/80sec at f/4, ISO 1600

Canon PowerShot
G7 X Mark III

The G7 X Mark III is an advanced
compact aimed at enthusiasts
and video bloggers. Audley Jarvis
finds out what else it has to offer

T

here are currently ﬁve
models in Canon’s
PowerShot G-series
premium compact
range. The G7 X Mark III slots in
above the entry-level G9 X Mark II
(£349), but below the more
stills-focused G5 X Mark II (£899).
Above these sit the ﬂagship G1
X Mark III (£999) and the rather
dated G3 X (£779) from 2015.
The main thing that sets the G7
X Mark III apart from the G5 X
Mark II is that it lacks the pop-up
electronic viewﬁnder. In addition,
the G7 X Mark III’s zoom range is
slightly narrower at 24-100mm
– compared to 24-120mm on
the G5 X Mark II. That said, the

two cameras also have quite a lot
in common: both are built around
the same 20.1MP 1in stacked
CMOS sensor and Digic 8 image
processor, and both cameras
share broadly similar styling,
button layout and handling traits.

Features
At full resolution the sensor
records images in a native 3:2
aspect ratio, although you can
opt to shoot in 4:3, 16:9 and 1:1,
albeit at reduced resolution. In
addition to JPEG capture, you can
select from raw and Compressed
raw (C-RAW). Native sensitivity
ranges from ISO 125 to ISO
12,800, plus an expanded setting
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of ISO 25,600 is available.
The G7 X Mark III is equipped
with both a mechanical and an
electronic shutter; the former
gives you a shutter speed range
of 1-1/2000sec, while the latter
provides 30-1/25,600sec. As
with the G5 X Mark II you’ll need
to use the mechanical shutter if
you want to take advantage of
the 20fps maximum continuous
shooting speed, while the
electronic shutter is automatically
engaged when using the camera’s
new 30fps Raw burst mode.
Built-in JPEG-processing tools
and options include Canon’s usual
array of Picture Styles, which
comprises eight presets alongside
three custom settings. The G7 X
Mark III also comes equipped with
Canon’s Auto Lighting Optimizer
for boosting shadow detail, along
with a Highlight Tone Priority
tool, which aims to preserve
highlight detail in tricky
lighting conditions.

Data file
Canon PowerShot G7 X Mark III

£699
20.1MP CMOS, 13.2 x 8.8mm
5472 x 3648 pixels
24-100mm equiv, f/1.8-2.8
1-1/2000sec (mechanical)
30-1/25,600sec (electronic)
ISO 125-12,800 standard
Sensitivity
(ISO 25,600 expanded)
Exposure modes PASM, Auto, 11x Creative
Filters, 13x Scene, Custom
Evaluative, Centre-weighted
Metering
average, Spot
Exposure comp ±3EV in 1/3EV steps
20fps in AF-S
Continuous
8fps with continuous AF
shooting
3in, 1.04-million-dot tiltable
Screen
touchscreen LCD
31
AF points
4K (3840x2160), 30fps
Video
3.5mm stereo
External mic
SD, SDHC, SDXC
Memory card
Rechargeable NB-13L Li-ion
Power
Approx 265 shots per charge
Battery life
105.5x60.9x41.4mm
Dimensions
304g (with battery and card)
Weight
Price
Sensor
Output size
Lens
Shutter speeds
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Focal points
The PowerShot G7 X Mark III sports a raft of
powerful features in its pocket-friendly body

24-100mm equiv
f/1.8-2.8 lens

Located underneath
the exposure mode
dial on the top of the
camera, the G7 X Mark
III provides up to
+/-3EV of exposure
compensation for when
you want to override
the camera’s metering
calculations to either
brighten or darken
the image.

Image stabilisation

The G7 X Mark III benefits
from built-in image
stabilisation that provides
three stops of shutter
speed compensation,
which helps to keep your
images sharp at slow
shutter speeds.

Built-in ND filter

As with most G-series
models, the G7 X Mark III
features a built-in
three-stop ND filter that
facilitates the use of
either faster apertures or
slower shutter speeds in
bright conditions.

41.4mm

The G7 X Mark III is
equipped with a 4.2x
optical zoom that
employs 11 elements in
9 groups, including one
double-sided aspherical
lens, one single-sided
aspherical UA lens, one
single-sided aspherical
lens and one UD lens.
The zoom is controlled
via a switch around the
shutter button, but can
also be moved in steps
via the control ring.

Exposure
compensation

4K video

Hi-Speed Raw

This new feature takes
advantage of the G7 X
Mark III’s electronic
shutter to enable raw
capture at an impressive
30fps for up to 70 frames.
Images captured this way
are stored as a stack,
which you can browse
in the Playback menu to
select the ones you want.

Bluetooth & Wi-Fi
connectivity

In addition to built-in
Wi-Fi, the G7 X Mark III
also provides Bluetooth
connectivity to a paired
smartphone via the
Canon Camera Connect
app. You can choose
whether to transfer
images at their original
size or a reduced size.

in-camera menu. By default it will
control either aperture or shutter
speed, depending on the exposure
mode you’ve selected; however
you can also use it to adjust focus
in manual focus mode, or to
control the zoom with incremental
jumps through 24mm, 28mm,
35mm, 50mm, 85mm and
100mm with each individual click
of the dial. Other options include
ISO, EV compensation, WB and
suchlike. But we strongly suspect
most users will use it to control
aperture/shutter speed, or for
manual focus or to control the
zoom, as this feels much more
natural and intuitive.
The 3in, 1.04-million-dot
Body and design
touchscreen on the back is both
In terms of its general appearance, responsive and clearly signposted
dimensions and weight, the G7 X
for easy navigation, although in
Mark III remains almost identical
bright sunlight we found that it can
to the G7 X Mark II. It’s a small,
be slightly difﬁcult to see clearly.
sleek and attractive little compact In this respect at least, the built-in
that feels really nice in the hand,
EVF of the G5 X Mark II has a
thanks largely to its textured
clear advantage. Pressing the ‘Q’
rubberised coating. As with its
button either on the display or in
predecessor a raised ﬁnger grip
the middle of the rear control dial
and thumb-rest provide additional calls up an intuitive menu that
security against accidental drops.
provides direct access to all of the
Despite its diminutive size it weighs camera’s key settings. From here
304g with a card and battery,
you can use either the d-pad or
which gives it a surprising yet
your ﬁngertips to select and
reassuring solid feel when held in
adjust the camera’s settings. We
the hand. You certainly wouldn’t
favoured using our ﬁngers as this
want to drop it though, so a strap
is more direct than the d-pad
is a must. On top of this, you might and speeds things up quite a bit,
also want to consider ﬁtting a
especially once you’re accustomed
decent screen protector in order
to the layout. Be aware that the
to keep the touchscreen display
on-screen selection boxes are
free from scratches.
quite small though. While this
Given the camera’s diminutive
didn’t cause us any particular
size, buttons remain quite
issues, those with larger ﬁngers
generously spaced and clearly
could possibly ﬁnd themselves
labelled. As with its predecessor, it inadvertently pressing the wrong
also features a control ring around bit of the screen from time to time.
the base of the lens that can be
set to control a range of functions, Performance
While the addition of 4K movie
although the options to set it up
recording might be the headlineare a little buried within the

60.9mm

4K video footage can
be recorded at up to
30fps for just under 10
minutes. In addition, it
provides 1080p Full
HD video capture at
25/50fps for just
under half an hour of
continuous footage,
along with 720p HD
at 50fps.

Exposure modes extend
to the usual array of PASM
settings for more advanced users,
backed up by a fully Automatic
mode and range of Scene modes
for point-and-shoot duties. Within
these you’ll ﬁnd a Panoramic tool
that allows you to pan the camera
for ultra-wideangle shots and an
Automatic HDR mode that takes
three consecutive images in one
quick burst and blends them
together. Last but not least are
a range of Creative Filter digital
ﬁlter effects, which includes old
favourites such as Toy Camera,
Miniature and Fisheye options
among others.

105.5mm
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Colour is rendered faithfully and lifelike 24mm equivalent, 1/200sec at f/5.6, ISO 320
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Verdict
Recommended

While the maximum zoom reach doesn’t lend
itself to capturing far away, fast-moving action,
the 20.1MP resolution lets you crop into your
photos and produce reasonable results
100mm equivalent, 1/320sec at f/4, ISO 400

grabbing new feature, the G7 X
Mark III also enjoys a notable
boost in performance over its
predecessor thanks to the addition
of a Digic 8 image processor.
This is most notable in terms of the
maximum burst speed, which has
risen from 8fps to 20fps. This
puts it into the same bracket as
Sony’s latest RX100 VII premium
compact, although at around
£1,199 the RX100 VII is obviously
quite a bit more expensive, making
it more of a direct rival to the
Canon G5 X Mark II. Like the G5 X
Mark II, the RX100 VII also sports
a pop-up electronic viewﬁnder.

Autofocus modes extend to a
Face Detection + Tracking mode
that will prioritise faces but can
also be used to track moving
subjects simply by selecting the
desired point of focus on the
touchscreen. During testing
we must admit to being pretty
impressed with the G7 X Mark
III’s tracking performance, with
the camera delivering consistently
sharp results when faced with
moving subjects. Other AF options
include a moveable 1-point AF,
which again is selected using the
touchscreen along with a more
precise Spot AF that provides a

Resolution

Below are details
taken from our
resolution test chart
pattern (shown above)

RAW
ISO 100

smaller focus box than One Point
AF for more precision when
required. Last but not least is a
manual focus mode that can be
activated via the control wheel at
the base of the lens.
Shooting JPEGs, we were able
to record 85 consecutive images
in just under ﬁve seconds before
the buffer ﬁlled. In raw this
dropped to approximately
48 images in just under three
seconds, while in JPEG + raw
capture we also managed
approximately 48 images in
just under three seconds.
Impressive ﬁgures!

Noise
At ISO 160, JPEGs produce a
figure just over 3,400l/ph,
although with careful processing
it’s possible to squeeze out up to
3,600l/ph from raw files. The
clear message here is that if you
want to extract as much detail
as possible from the G7 X Mk III,
you’re better off shooting in raw
and processing images yourself.
RAW
ISO 6400

At ISO 125 and 200, JPEG and raw images are free of noise
and display plenty of fine detail. At ISO 400 some slight
loss of detail begins to occur when viewing images 1:1,
although it really doesn’t impact the overall image
quality. It’s only at ISO 1600 that noise starts to gets more
noticeable. Beyond this point, noise will be much harder
to ignore, even when viewing images at smaller sizes.
RAW ISO 100

RAW ISO 400

RAW ISO 6400

RAW ISO 12,800

RAW ISO 1600

RAW
ISO 25,600
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RAW ISO 25,600

The G7 X Mark III is a lovely
pocket camera that we really
enjoyed using. There’s plenty of
scope to set the camera up via
its various JPEG processing
options to get exactly the look
you want, while the ability to
shoot raw also provides scope
to process images yourself after
the point of capture. Either way,
it delivers on its promise of
producing images of a notably
higher quality than you could
expect of a smartphone camera
– even a high-end one.
While the addition of a built-in
external microphone input
alongside ﬂip-up LCD display,
built-in YouTube live streaming
and 4K movie-recording
abilities mark the G7 X Mark
III out as an excellent choice
for those with an interest in
online video blogging, the
camera excels as a still image
camera too. For those seeking
something they can easily carry
in their pocket and that will give
them more advanced controls
and better results than a
smartphone, the G7 X Mark III
is a serious contender. We have
no hesitation in recommending
it purely on its own merits.

For and against
+
+
+
+

Very good image quality
Plenty of useful features
Small, light and easily pocketable
Capable of 4K video capture and
YouTube live streaming
– Display can be hard to see clearly
in bright sunlight
– Touchscreen could be fiddly for
larger fingers
FEATURES
8/10
BUILD & HANDLING
8/10
METERING
8/10
AUTOFOCUS
8/10
AWB & COLOUR
8/10
DYNAMIC RANGE
7/10
IMAGE QUALITY
8/10
VIEWFINDER/LCD
8/10
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BRANCHES NATIONWIDE
BATH - 01225 462234
BRISTOL (BALDWIN ST] - 0117 929 1935
BRISTOL (BROADMEAD) - 0117 927 6185
CHELTENHAM - 01242 519 851
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Selected stores open Sunday - please check for details.

UK MAIL ORDER: Next day delivery available from all LCE branches. Free postage on all orders over £50. E. & O. E. Prices quoted include VAT @ 20%.
Prices subject to change. Goods subject to availability.

SEARCH OUR USED
EQUIPMENT AT:

www.LCEgroup.co.uk

HUGE RANGE AVAILABLE
TO SEARCH TODAY!

LENS TEST

Testbench
With its small size and fine optics,
the 35mm f/1.8 is a great choice for
discreet street photography
Sony Alpha 7R III, 1/500sec at f/8, ISO 100

Sony FE
Andy Westlake examines a lightweig
high-quality prime that fills a gap in Sony’s lens
range for its full-frame mirrorless cameras

Features

ith a ﬁve-year head start over
Canon and Nikon in building
its full-frame mirrorless
system, it’s no surprise that
Sony has a signiﬁcantly larger lens range than
its two biggest competitors. But there’s one lens
type that both its rivals managed to bring out
earlier – a 35mm f/1.8. Both introduced such
a lens on day one of their systems, whereas
Sony started out with a compact 35mm f/2.8 in
2013, then added a huge, premium 35mm f/1.4
in 2015, before revealing its f/1.8 optic in July.
Interestingly, the three ﬁrms have come up
with somewhat different takes on the idea.

Optically, the FE 35mm F1.8 employs 11
elements in 9 groups, including a single
aspherical element to suppress aberrations
and achieve higher sharpness towards the
corners of the image. A 9-bladed diaphragm
provides a circular aperture, with the aim of
producing attractive out-of-focus highlights.
The minimum focus distance is 22cm,
which gives a maximum magniﬁcation of
0.24x, or quarter life-size. While this doesn’t
match the Canon 35mm f/1.8, it’s rather closer
than Sony’s other 35mm lenses achieve. As
usual for a modern lens, focusing is internal,
and manual focus operation is of the
electronic ‘by wire’ type. Sony has

W

Canon’s RF 35mm F1.8 IS STM Macro
is an optically stabilised lens that uses an
extending-barrel design to achieve half-lifesize magniﬁcation at the cost of outright
focusing speed. In contrast, the Nikon Nikkor
Z 35mm f/1.8 S is a large optic that includes
more exotic glass for premium performance.
Sony’s FE 35mm F1.8 is smaller than the
Nikon and has a lower RRP, suggesting slightly
lower aspirations. Indeed with a launch price
of £630, the FE 35mm F1.8 sits alongside
the FE 28mm F2 and FE 85mm F1.8 in
Sony’s mid-range line-up. Tellingly, it’s cheaper
than the 35mm f/2.8, and less than half the
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Distant backgrounds
are rendered with
a very pleasing blur
Sony Alpha 7R III,
1/250sec at f/1.8, ISO 100

included its Linear Response MF system,
which mimics the feel of a traditional
manual-focus lens.
A petal-style plastic lens hood is included,
which feels reasonably sturdy while reversing
neatly for storage. Filters can be attached using
a 55cm thread around the front element.
While it’s designed for full-frame cameras,
the FE 35mm f/1.8 can also be used on
APS-C cameras, giving an angle of view similar
to a 50mm lens on full frame. However the
older E 35mm f/1.8 OSS is a more practical
solution for APS-C shooters who aren’t
planning to buy into full frame. It’s smaller,
lighter and considerably cheaper, while
including optical image stabilisation.

Build and handling
At 65.6mm in diameter and 73mm in length,
the 35mm f/1.8 is almost exactly the same size
as Sony’s highly regarded FE 55mm F1.8 ZA.
This means that it’s much more compact than
the majority of Sony’s full-frame lenses, and a
far better match to the ﬁrm’s full-frame bodies.
Its 280g weight will also put considerably less
strain on your shoulder than the 630g 35mm
F1.4, although it’s less petite than the 120g
35mm F2.8 if you want to travel really light.
A welcome feature is its dust- and moistureresistant construction, with Sony incorporating
seals around the external controls, along with
one encircling the lens mount to protect the
camera and sensor. Overall the lens feels
At typical working
apertures, the
lens records plenty
of detail from
corner to corner
Sony Alpha 7R III,
1/60sec at f/8, ISO 100

sturdy and well-made, and well up to standard
at this price. It balances nicely on the camera,
and feels less cramped against the handgrip
than larger-diameter optics.
The large, ﬁnely ridged manual focus ring
rotates nice and smoothly, but isn’t so loose
that it will get inadvertently knocked. It’s great
to see that Sony has included a proper AF/MF
switch, and there’s also a large focus hold
button on the barrel, the function of which
can be reassigned in the camera’s menus.

Autofocus
One area in which Sony habitually excels is
autofocus, and the FE 35mm F1.8 follows suit.
It snaps into focus silently and in the blink of an
eye, with all of the unerring accuracy that we’ve
become accustomed to from the on-sensor
AF systems of mirrorless systems. It’s also fully
compatible with Sony’s Eye AF system for
photographing people or animals.
Manual focus works well too, on those few
occasions when you need it. Sony’s linear
response AF system really does give a much
more intuitive feel to the process, compared to
lenses that vary their response depending on
how fast you rotate the focus ring. As a result,
it’s straightforward to get critically accurate
focus, particularly if you have magniﬁed MF
assist enabled on the camera.

Performance
Turning our attention to image quality, the
good news continues. In practical use the FE
35mm F1.8 turns out ﬁne images that are
highly detailed from corner-to-corner, with
minimal distortion and low levels of colour
fringing. It’s not perfect, but it’s very good
indeed and easily justiﬁes its price.

LENS TEST

Testbench

Sony FE 35mm F1.8
Resolution
Looking at our Image Engineering MTF50 tests,
shot on the 42.4MP A7R III, reveals that the lens
is already impressively sharp in the centre of the
frame at f/1.8. It improves further on stopping
down, reaching peak central performance at f/4. As
usual the corners aren’t quite as sharp, but they’re
really not too far off. Overall the lens’s sweet spot
covers f/5.6-f/11, with diffraction softening
becoming evident at smaller apertures.

Residual corner darkening can still be visible with the lens at f/8 Sony Alpha 7R III, 1/400sec at f/8, ISO 100

Sharpness is particularly impressive, with
the corners coming very close to matching the
centre. Indeed at a normal working aperture
of f/8-f/11, it’s superb across the entire frame.
But the lens isn’t just good at small apertures;
you’ll also get loads of detail wide open at f/1.8.
Examining real-world images reveals that
this sharpness persists across the full focusdistance range, even with extreme close-ups.
This tends to be one of the less-appreciated
advances of modern optical design.
Distortion is also very low: unusually for a
35mm prime it’s of the pincushion type, but
it’s far from problematic. As usual, enabling
in-camera lens compensation gives perfectly
corrected JPEGs. Naturally there’s some
vignetting, but it’s not problematic wide open,
with a broad fall-off proﬁle that’s not visually
objectionable. However it persists more than
usual on stopping down, with a drop-off in
illumination still clearly visible in the corners
of the frame even at f/8.
It’s also possible to trace a little colour
fringing around out-of-focus, high-contrast
edges at large apertures if you go looking for it
– a symptom of longitudinal chromatic
aberration. But again, this is entirely expected
from such a lens, and the 35mm f/1.8
suppresses it better than many other fast
primes I’ve used. It’s also often correctable in
raw processing, for example by using Adobe
Camera Raw’s defringe controls. At smaller
apertures, green and purple fringing becomes
more visible in the corners of the frame owing
to lateral chromatic aberration. But this is
normally compensated for in-camera, and by
Adobe software in raw processing too.
Distant out-of-focus backgrounds are
rendered with a very attractive blur, but I
was less pleased by how the lens handles
the transition to out-of-focus regions when
shooting close-ups. Here the bokeh tends
to look much more ‘busy’, with hard edges
around blur circles. It’s one of the few
visible ﬂaws of an otherwise excellent lens.
subscribe 0330 333 1113 I www.amateurphotogra

Verdict

Centre

With the FE 35mm F1.8, Sony has made
a ﬁne little lens that’s a great match for its
Alpha 7-series camera bodies. It’s small,
light and weather-sealed, yet provides
impressive image quality and nearinstantaneous autofocus. It’s sharp across
the frame and gives lovely blurred
backgrounds, which is all you can really ask
for from a fast prime. Some might question
why you’d pay £630 for a lens that’s ‘only’
f/1.8, but the reality is that you’re getting
seriously high-end performance here.
Indeed while this lens may not quite
achieve the optical near-perfection we’ve
become used to from Sony’s G Master
series, it still delivers a level of image quality
that we’d have marvelled at ten years ago.
Personally I’d choose it ahead of Sony’s
other 35mm primes, as
Data file
it’s by far the bestbalanced package of the
Price £630
three in terms of price,
Filter
diameter
size and optical quality.
55mm
On this basis, it deserves
to be extremely popular Lens elements 11
Groups 9
with Alpha 7 users.
Diaphragm blades 9
Aperture f/1.8-22
Minimum focus
0.22m
Length 73mm
Diameter 65.6mm
Weight 280g
Lens mount Sony E
(full-frame)

Corner

Shading
Vignetting is clearly visible at maximum aperture,
with about 1.7 stops loss of brightness in the
corners of the frame. This diminishes gradually as
the aperture is stopped down, but not unusually
for full-frame E-mount primes, it doesn’t go
away entirely. Instead we see a sudden drop in
brightness towards the corners, which persists
even at f/8.

f/1.8

f/8

Curvilinear distortion
Examining our test-chart shot reveals a small
amount of pincushion distortion, with lines that
should be straight along the edges of the frame
bowing inwards slightly at the centre. But it’s very
mild and easily fixed by software correction, both
in-camera and during raw processing.

SMIA TV = -0.6%

Recommended
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WINNERS OF THIS YEARS GOOD SERVICE AWARD IN BOTH AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER & PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY
SRBPHOTOGRAPHIC.CO.UK

FREE UK Delivery
Get FREE UK Standard Delivery
when you spend £50 or more

01582 661878 (Mon-fri 9am-4.30pm)

Elite Filter System

Nominated Photography News 2018 “Filter Accessory of the Year”

Elite Holder
£34.95

Elite lite Holder
£19.95

Circular Filters

Circular filter sizes range from 25mm to 105mm depending on the filter.

Elite nano Holder
£19.95

TOP SELLER
2

FILTER SLOTS
2

FILTER SLOTS

84mm

FILTER SIZE
ELITE FILTERS

ROTATING CENTRE

2

FILTER SLOTS

FILTER SIZE 67mm

FILTER SIZE 84mm

“Exceptional value; I particularly like the
built-in rotating polariser fitting.” - Tim
“Would recommend both srb and their

elite filter system. 5 stars for both product and
a company”
- Remo
“Great product. The right price.” - Michael
a

Elite Adaptor Rings
Elite Polariser
Elite ND1000
Elite 6 stop
Elite Lens Cap
Elite Shield

Sizes 46mm - 82mm

from £16.95

from £24.95

from £13.95

“Best Value” in Photoplus
Big Stopper Group Test

5 stars in DC’s ND
Group Test

- Digital Photo, 2015

- Digital Camera, ND Group Test

Neutral Density Filters
Sizes 30mm - 82mm

A Pouch.
For all Occasions.
- NPhoto Magazine, August 2016

Elite Filter Pouch

£19.95

UV Filters
from £12.50

ND Fader Filters
from £29.95

ND1000 Rugged
from £30.95

TOP SELLER

W

NE

Full ND Glass Pro Set
Full ND Resin Set
ND Soft Grad Resin Set
ND Hard Grad Resin Set
Landscape Resin Set

£79.95

Individual Square Filters

1.2

ND1000 Filters

3 x 84mm P Size Filters and Three Filter Wallet in each set

ND Soft Grad Pro Glass Set

0.9

Sizes 25mm - 95mm

“Highly Rated”

W

0.6

Circular Polarisers

- Practical Photography, June 2016

£5.95
£24.95
£29.95
£29.95
£5.95
£7.95

Square Filter Sets

NE

0.3

£79.95
£49.95
£49.95
£49.95
£39.95

SRB On-it Carbon Fibre Monopod
- Max. H: 1500mm
- Min. H: 400mm
- Weight: 360g

Most filters available for 67mm & 84mm systems

£29.95

- Max. Loading
- Carrying Case

TOP SELLER

Infrared
Skylight
Black & White
Colour Grad
Star Effect
ND Grad

from £20.95
from £13.50
from £12.50
from £14.95
from £12.95
from £15.95

SRB On-it
Monopod
Feet
£14.95

Proudly providing one of the biggest ranges of Lee Filters!
NEW

0.3 Soft ND £18.95
0.6 Soft ND £18.95
0.9 Soft ND £18.95

0.3 Full ND £18.95
0.6 Full ND £18.95
0.9 Full ND £18.95
W

NE

NE

W

W

NE

0.3 ND Soft Pro Glass
0.6 ND Soft Pro Glass
0.9 ND Soft Pro Glass
1.2 ND Soft Pro Glass

0.3 Hard ND £18.95
0.6 Hard ND £18.95
0.9 Hard ND £18.95

SRB 6 Stop
SRB ND1000
Sunset Grad

£29.95
£29.95
£16.95

W
NE

£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95

0.3 Full ND Pro Glass
0.6 Full ND Pro Glass
0.9 Full ND Pro Glass
1.2 Full ND Pro Glass

£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95

“The image quality was the best on
test, completely neutral with no colour
- Digital Photo
cast or image defects.”

A huge range of Lens
Adaptors for all cameras

TOP SELLER

LEE Filters
100mm System
Lee100 Polariser
Lee100 Landscape Kit
Lee100 Long Exposure Kit
Foundation Kit
ND Filters
Big Stopper
Little Stopper
Landscape Polariser
Filter Sets
Digital Starter Kit

£229.95 NEW
£159.95 NEW
£344.95 NEW
. £49.95
from £78.00
£99.95
£95.99
£173.99
from £100.00
£219.95

Got a new camera? You can still use
your lenses! Find the right adaptor
at our online store.

W

NE

£124.95
£65.95
£44.95
£24.95
£289.95
£99.99
£169.99
£139.95
£64.95
£49.99
£49.99
£19.99
£65.95
£6.00

Dust Blowers
Rainsleeves
Cleaning Kits
Camera Wraps
Cleaning Cloths
Lens Pouch
White Balance Caps
Lens Caps
Body Caps
Rear Lens Caps

Punks
Travis Tripod

Leo
Tripod

od 2017
Best TripAwards, 2017
nical
Lucie Tech

from £3.50
from £5.95
from £5.95
from £8.95
from £1.50
from £8.50
from £9.95
from £3.95
from £3.50
from £3.50

Docz
Stabilis
er

NEW

Ellie
Universal
L Bracket

VSGO Cleaning

Accessories

Super Stopper
£99.95

Lee Filters
Accessories
See our huge range
of accessories online

Not sure what Lee Filters
System you need?

Trent Monopod

Alan Monopod
Trent Monopod
Docz Foot Stabiliser
Iggy Mini Tripod Kit
Eclipse Leo Tripod
Punks Patti Tripod
Punks Corey Tripod
Punks Travis Tripod
Ellie Universal L Bracket
QR11-LC L Bracket
QR11-LG L Bracket
QR4 Tripod Plate
360-Clamp Head
Toolz

Lee100 Holder
£79.95

VSGO Cleaning Kit
VSGO Full Sensor Kit
VSGO APS-C Sensor Kit
VSGO Cleaning Wipes
VSGO Cleaning Cloth

£12.95
£13.95
£10.99
£4.95
£7.99

SW150 Mark II
Holder
£150.00

OpTech Comfort
OpTech Wrist Strap
OpTech Tripod Strap
OpTech Utilty Strap

Seven5 Holder
£59.50

LEE Filters
Seven5 System
Adaptor Rings
ND Grad Filters
ND Filters
Big Stopper
Little Stopper
Super Stopper
Seven5 Polariser
Starter Kit
Deluxe Kit

OpTech Straps

£17.50
£52.00
£64.95
£65.00
£68.00
£64.95
£190.00
£109.00
£460.00

A. Extension Tubes
M. Extension Tubes
Close up Sets

LEE Filters
SW150 System
Mark II Adaptors
Screw-in Adaptors
ND Filters
Big Stopper
Little Stopper
Super Stopper
Polariser
ND Filter Sets
Lightshield

£89.95
£64.95
from £95.00
£132.00
£132.00
£129.95
£180.00
£249.00
£18.00

Memory Cards

Macro

£9.99
£9.99
£19.99
£19.99

Find the Lee
Filters System
Match at our
website!

from £29.95
£17.50
from £19.95

- Close up Lens Sets, PhotoPlus Magazine

16GB SDHC
32GB SDHC
32GB Ultra 80MB/s
64GB Ultra 80MB/s
16GB Extreme 90MB/s
32GB Extreme 90MB/s
16GB Extreme Plus
32GB Extreme Plus
32GB Extreme Plus MicroSD
64GB Extreme Plus MicroSD

£8.99
£15.99
£16.95
£27.99
£11.95
£16.95
£14.95
£20.95
£21.95
£42.95

NEW
NEW

Prices correct at time of printing; some prices are subject to change; see website for latest prices. All prices include 20% VAT. UK shipping rates apply.
Product stock is subject to change. See website for operating hours, delivery times & prices, and more. *Free UK Standard delivery when you spend £50 or more.
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USED CAMERAS

Testbench

SECOND-HAND CLASSIC

Canon

EOS 7D

It originally cost £1,699. Today it can
be snapped up for under £300 in
excellent second-hand condition

W

The body is weather-sealed and it accepts the widely
used LP-E6 battery, offering a healthy 1,000-shot life

GOLD

hen it arrived in 2009, the 7D slotted into Canon’s
lineup between the EOS 50D and the full-frame EOS
5D Mark II. This semi-pro ﬂagship camera answered
what many enthusiasts were calling for at the time
and presented a faster performance than existing APS-C models with a
robust build quality for less than it cost to make the jump to full-frame.
Inside its tough magnesium alloy body, it has an18MP APS-C CMOS
sensor that pairs up with two DIGIC 4 image processors. Key features
include14-bit processing,19-point all cross-type AF system, 8fps burst
shooting, ﬁxed 3in, 921k-dot screen and100% viewﬁnder coverage.

What we said

● ‘The Canon EOS 7D is a
signiﬁcant improvement over
the EOS 50D.’
● ‘It’s a good choice for serious
sports enthusiasts and
professionals who cannot justify
the price tag of the EOS-1D
Mark IV, or those who don’t
need a larger sensor.’
● ‘While at 820g (body only) it is
a fairly heavy camera, its
contoured shape and rubberised
grip make the EOS 7D feel
comfortable and safe to hold.’

What to pay

The 7D cost £1,699 when new
in 2009. Head to MPB.com and
you’ll come across examples in
‘excellent’ used condition with a
shutter count below 20,000
frames for £284. Examples with
a higher shutter count (around
75,000) deemed to be in ‘good’
condition cost slightly less and
can be picked up for around
£229. The cheapest 7D on
MPB.com was one in ‘Well Used’
condition, priced at £189 with a
higher 120,000-shutter count.

Full HD video recording is
available at 24/25/30fps

*ALL PRICES WERE CORRECT AT THE TIME OF WRITING

How it fares today New alternatives

The 7D remained in Canon’s
lineup for ﬁve years before the
EOS 7D Mark II arrived in 2014.
Although it’s a decade old, the
original 7D remains widely used
by many photographers. Its
Achilles’ heel compared to more
modern DSLRs is its noise
performance at high ISO.
Without Dual Pixel CMOS AF
technology, it’s also noticeably
sluggish when focusing in both
video and live view.

The EOS 7D Mark II features a
20.2MP APS-C CMOS sensor
with a broader ISO range
(100-16,000) that’s expandable
to 51,200. Capable of shooting
at up to 10fps, it has a 65-point
autofocus system with Dual Pixel
CMOS AF, offering a much
improved video and live view
autofocus performance. It also
presents silent shooting modes
and a 3in, 1,040k-dot screen,
though it’s not touch sensitive.

See over to find out what Canon EOS 7D owners have to say
subscribe 0330 333 1113 I www.amateurphotographer.co.uk I 28 September 2019

At a glance

For and against

£189-£284
body only (via MPB.com)*

+ Excellent ergonomics
+ Durable weather-sealed body
+ 100% viewfinder frame coverage

●
●
●
●
●

18MP APS-C CMOS sensor
ISO 100-12,800 (extended)
100% viewfinder coverage
3in, 921k-dot fixed LCD screen
820g

- No phase detection AF in live view
- No built-in Wi-Fi/Bluetooth
connectivity
- Single SD card slot
- 150,000 shutter life expectancy is

lower than many of today’s cameras
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What the
owners think
Three Canon EOS 7D users give
us their verdict

First light at Dovercourt
Lighthouse, Essex
Canon EOS 7D, Sigma 10-20mm f/3.5 EX
DC HSM, 1/30sec at f/11, ISO 100

The 7D was my third Canon
DSLR, a replacement for a
50D, which met a rather
untimely watery end. At the
time I was beginning to focus
on landscape photography
and was tempted by the
full-frame 5D Mark II, but
settled for the 7D, which
ﬁtted the bill perfectly. As
landscape photography took
over I did eventually switch to
full frame but the 7D has its
merits as either a landscape
camera or more general
outdoor camera. I still see a
lot of people using it (or its
replacement) on my
landscape photography
workshops. (www.
justinminns.co.uk/workshops)
The build quality and
weather-sealing are up to
the rigours of outdoor
photography, and for wildlife

photography the extra reach
from the crop factor, and
hasty autofocus and frame
rate come into their own. For
landscapes, the depth of
ﬁeld on an APS-C camera is
greater at any given aperture
than a full-frame sensor and
there’s an excellent selection
of good value, wideangle
lenses to choose from.
The one weakness that
I encountered was noise
levels at high ISO. Push
above ISO 1600 and the
image quality starts to suffer.
This isn’t a problem for
landscapes but it’s not ideal
for wildlife photography.

For and against
+ Robust build quality
+100% viewfinder
+ Extremely reliable
– High ISO performance
© TONY CARWITHEN

Awaiting the last train of the day on the Severn Valley Railway
Canon EOS 7D, Canon EF 28mm f/2.8 IS USM, 8sec at f/8, ISO 400
50

© JUSTIN MINNS

© JUSTIN MINNS

Justin Minns

Tony Carwithen

With the digital revolution taking
off, I took the opportunity to dive
in to the Canon brand. Starting
with a 350D, I worked my way up.
After a bit of a ﬁnancial windfall in
2011, I ﬁnally had the chance to
get hold of a 7D. Happily, you can
switch Canon models without
really having to ‘relearn’ how to
use them. Although the 7D
followed this pattern control wise,
getting used to its abilities was a
whole new ball game. At the time
my main interest was motorsport
(for which the 7D is entirely
suitable) but I’ve since learned to
use a lot of its other capabilities
with other subjects. Although this
led to my buying the Mark II, my
trusty original has never been
designated as a backup and it is
still used today as an alternative
– although at times I do stop and
think that it doesn’t have all the
capabilities of its newer brother.

For and against
+ Easy progression for Canon users
+ Great for action photography
– Occasional AF problems in low light
– Overtaken by newer technology
28 September 2019 I www.amateurphotographer.co.uk I subscribe 0330 333 1113

Testbench
Southwold beach huts from the
dunes on a frosty winter morning
Canon EOS 7D, Canon EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS
USM, 1/2sec at f/16, ISO 100

I began shooting with the 10MP
Canon EOS 400D, so when I
upgraded to a Canon 7D I found
the extra resolution and quality
quite a step up, especially as I
started to print more of my images
at larger sizes. I like to take images
in low light, before and after the
sun has risen or set. I frequently
use ND ﬁlters for longer exposures
and I am really impressed with the
way the Canon 7D has handled
tricky scenes and scenarios over
the years. Although I usually use a
tripod, I have taken some of my
favourite images handheld, and
I’m not reluctant to push the
sensitivity when I need to in order
to get the shot. I have since
purchased a full-frame Canon
EOS 5D Mark III, but have held
onto my 7D. I ﬁnd myself using it
when I require the extra reach of
the cropped sensor and want to
carry a lighter kit.

© LUCIE AVERILL

Lucie Averill

The old West Pier in Brighton
Canon EOS 7D, Sigma 10-20mm f/3.5 EX DC HSM,
1.6sec at f/16, ISO 100

For and against
+ Weather-sealed body
+ Offers a pop-up flash
– No articulated screen
– Single memory card slot
subscribe 0330 333 1113 I www.amateurphotographer.co.uk I 28 September 2019

Trade in and upgrade your set-up for the
perfect shoot, every time. Buy, sell and trade
in your photo and video gear with MPB. It’s
quick, easy and secure. www.mpb.com
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ACCESSORIES

Testbench

Tiltall travel tripod
2go TC-225

ALL PR CES ARE APPROXIMATE STREET PRICES

ONE OF the big advantages of
cameras getting smaller and
lighter is that you don’t need
such a large tripod to hold
them. If you own a small DSLR
or mirrorless camera, or a
high-end compact, then a
small travel tripod will provide
you with extra support when
you need it, while being
sufﬁciently compact and
lightweight that you can easily
carry it around all day. The
Tiltall TC-225 is a ﬁne, if pricey,
example of this type.
This fully featured tripod
employs ﬁve-section carbonﬁbre legs, with twist locks that
can all be released together
with a quarter turn, making it
quick and easy to set up. They
can be independently set to
one of three angles using large
semi-automatic levers, and
reverse fold around the centre
column and head to give the
smallest possible packed size.
The centre column has two
sections, again with twist locks,
and unlike some travel tripods it
drops down through the spider
to give the most stable possible
conﬁguration, albeit with a height
of just 105.5cm. It can also be
removed entirely, and the head
platform screwed onto the weight
hook for ground-level shooting.
In this conﬁguration the legs will
still fold neatly around the head,
which isn’t
Another
can be rem
with the ce
a monopo
being so sm
is also very

Recomm

● 130.5cm max height
● 31.5cm folded length
● 1.16kg weight

Andy Westlake tries out a fully
featured travel tripod
● £304 ● www.fotospeed.com

At a glance

● 7kg rated load

Grips

extends to 135cm,
Each leg has a foam grip
even with the
to carry the tripod more
head, so as a
comfortably, but they are
six-footer I didn’t
rather small, and
ﬁnd it very useful.
unusually hard.
The matched
BH-07 ball head
accepts Arca Swiss-type
plates, with no fewer than
three bubble levels to help
keep horizons straight. It
sports an independently
locking panning base, and the
large main locking knob gives
progressively lower friction
as you undo it. This makes it
easier to precisely reposition
cameras and lenses of
different weights.

Head

The tripod doesn’t come with a
head, but the Titall BH-07 is a
good match. However it adds
another £100 to the cost.

Weight hook

Hanging your camera bag
from here can give the
tripod some welcome
extra stability.

Verdict
I tested the Tiltall TC-225 with
a number of cameras, and
found it to be a very creditable
piece of kit. It’s well-engineered
and impressively sturdy for its
size, yet sufﬁciently small and
light that you can easily ﬁt it into
a carry-on suitcase.
Obviously a tripod like this
is going to be happiest with
relatively lightweight kit, but
I also used it successfully with
a Sony Alpha 7 II and 24105mm f/4 lens. The biggest
problem is the price – you
can get some very capable
alternatives much cheaper.

Carry bag

A well-padded nylon bag is
included, complete with an
internal zip pocket for tools
and a good-length
shoulder strap.

LSO CONSIDER
u want a small and
weight travel tripod,
irui MyTrip MT-5C kit
milar in packed size and
ht to the Tiltall TC-225,
extends a little taller. It
s the monopod feature,
s much cheaper at £179.
u don’t need such a small
kage, the Benro Slim
on Fibre Tripod Kit (right)
eat value at just £99.
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ofessor Newman on…

Time of flight

Amateur
Photographer

Panasonic looks to be planning to add time of flight to
its camera system – Bob Newman clarifies the rumour
CDA-TEK has demonstrated
this time of flight focusing
system for BlackMagic cameras

£24.99*

© CDA-TEK
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web rumour published
recently stated that
Panasonic is planning
on employing a time
of ﬂight depth sensor to aid with
autofocus on a forthcoming Micro
Four Thirds camera. The rumour
came from the ‘4/3 Rumors’ site
under the headline ‘Panasonic is
developing a new TOF Micro Four
Thirds sensor for a new PERFECT
autofocus system!’. As I’ve been
working on time of ﬂight (hereafter
TOF) systems recently, and the
headline above (and article under
it) has some serious inaccuracies,
I thought I’d provide some better
information for AP readers.
The headline suggests that this
is a ‘Micro Four Thirds Sensor’,
implying it is a photographic
imaging sensor with rangeﬁnding
capability. The possibility of this
being the case is highly remote.
Time of ﬂight is an active ranging
system; it is a form of LIDAR,
the light version of radar. LIDAR
systems can ﬁnd the range in a
number of ways, but the most
common is TOF, whereby a pulse
of light is emitted, usually by a
laser, and the time required for
that pulse to be reﬂected off an
object and returned to a sensor,
adjacent to but separate from the
emitter, is measured. Consider that
light travels at 300,000km/sec.
If we measure the distance of an
object at 100m, the light will make
that trip and back in two-thirds
of a millionth of a second, so our
rangeﬁnding system must be
able to measure periods of that
duration. Thanks to the speed of
modern electronics, this is not too
challenging. More problematic is
providing the required accuracy.
Focusing a camera requires more
precision at close distances. An
error of 10cm at the above 100m
would not affect accuracy of focus

for just
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& lenses
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much. On the other hand, the
same 10cm error at 1m distance
would produce a substantially
out-of-focus image.

Accuracy at close range
Traditional focusing systems, such
as phase detection (or split-image
rangeﬁnding, which is the same
principle) and contrast detection
have the happy characteristic that
percentage accuracy increases at
close range. Unfortunately, TOF
has the reverse trait. Its accuracy
is determined by the smallest time
interval that can be accurately
measured without jitter or noise
affecting the reading. When we
consider that 10cm represents a
time difference of 660 trillionths
of a second, the required accuracy
of timing can be appreciated.
Nonetheless, in the past few years,
LIDAR systems with centimetre
accuracy have been developed.
The TOF image sensor
integrates several TOF sensors
into a pixel array. These ‘pixels’
have a radically different design
from normal image pixels, and
are designed precisely to ﬁlter
out the ambient light on which

photography depends. So it’s
unlikely the two functions could
be integrated into a single sensor.
Rather, any TOF rangeﬁnder would
be a separate assembly, not a
through-the-lens system. It would
also be a ‘rangeﬁnder’ as opposed
to an ‘autofocus’ system. The
distinction is that a rangeﬁnder
measures subject distance, which
can be utilised to set focus using
scale focusing, whereas autofocus
systems actually detect the
condition of in-focus. Thus, the
headline, suggesting that this
would be a ‘perfect’ autofocus
system is wide of the mark. That’s
not to say that adding TOF to a
camera system would not have
its merits. A small Irish company,
CDA-TEK, specialising in add-ons
for BlackMagic cinema cameras
has recently demonstrated a
TOF rangeﬁnder system. This is
where the system could excel, in
automatic focus-pulling in video,
since it can gather depth
information about the scene which
can then be used to make smooth
and attractive focus transitions.
This might very well be the reason
why Panasonic has an interest.

Bob Newman is currently Professor of Computer Science at the University of Wolverhampton. He has been working with the design and development of
high-technology equipment for 35 years and two of his products have won innovation awards. Bob is also a camera nut and a keen amateur photographer
subscribe 0330 333 1113 I www.amateurphotographer.co.uk I 28 September 2019
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A7 Mk III

A7R Mk IV
NEW

NEW

25.3 mp
10.0 fps
4K

61.0 mp
10.0 fps
4K

A7 Mk III Body £1763

A7R Mk IV Body £3499

£1763
£1999
£1199
£1399

A7 Mk III Body
A7 Mk III + 28-70mm
A7 Mk II Body
A7 Mk II + 28 -70mm

£2499
£1799
£1999
£1299

A7R Mk III Body
A7R Mk II Body
A7S Mk II Body
A7S Body

A6100

A6600

24.2 mp
11.0 fps
4K

24.2 mp
11.0 fps
4K

A6600 From £1449

A6100

£1449
£1799
£969
£1849
£929
£999

A6600 Body
A6600 + 18-135mm
A6500 Body
A6500 + 16-70mm
A6400 Body
A6400 + 16-50mm

Sony
A7R IV
From

£829

A6100 Body
A6100 + 16-50mm
A6100
+ 16-50mm + 55-210mm
A6000 Body
A6000 + 16-50mm

£1149
£429
£476

£3499

A7 Mk IV
GH5S

S1H

Z6

Z7

Incomparable image
quality and processing speed

£829
£899

G9

NEW

24.5 mp
12.0 fps
4K

45.7 mp
9.0 fps
4K

Z 7 + Adapter £2839 Z 6 + Adapter £1839
£2839
£3249

Z 7 + Adapter
Z 7 + 24-70mm
Z 7 + Adapter
+ 24-70mm

£3389

Z 6 with Adapter
Z 6 + 24-70mm
Z 6 + Adapter
+ 24-70mm

D850

D500

45.7 mp
6.0 fps
4K

20.9 mp
10.0 fps
4K

D850

£1839
£2249
£2389

S1H

From

16.0 mp
20.3 fps
4K

£3599 GH5S From £1899 G9

S1H Body
S1 Body
S1 + 24-105mm
S1R Body
S1R + 24-105mm

£3599
£2199
£2999
£3399
£4199

GH5S Body
GH5 Body
GH5 + 12-60mm
GH5 + 12-60mm
Leica

From £999

£1899 G9 Body
£999
£1199 G9 + 12-60mm
£1199
£1499 G9 + 12-60mm Leica £1399
£1699

Black

Body

D850 Body

£3499 D500

From £1499

£2699 D500 + 16-80mm

£2399

E-M10 III

Black or Silver

OM-D
E-M1X

20.4 mp
18.0 fps

OM-D E-M1X

£1369 OM-D E-M10 III Body
£1899 OM-D E-M10 III
£799 + 14-42mm
£1149

£574
£629

RECOMMENDED LENSES:
Olympus 25mm f1.2 Pro ....................................................................................... £1199
Olympus 7-14mm f2.8 Pro ................................................................................... £1199
Olympus 12-40mm f2.8 Pro ................................................................................ £899
Olympus 12-100mm f4 Pro .................................................................................. £1549
Olympus 12-200mm f3.5-6.3 ............................................................................. £799
Olympus 14-150mm f4-5.6 .................................................................................. £479

X-T3

Black or silver

26.1 mp
20.0 fps
4K

26.1 mp
30.0 fps

K-1 II Body £1799

K-1 II Body
KP Body
K-70

L-MOUNT LENSES:
Panasonic S Pro 50mm f1.4 ..................... £2299
Panasonic S Pro 70-200mm f4 .............. £1749

NEW

Full Frame

£2199 E-M10 III From £574

Panasonic 100-300mm f4-5.6 II .......... £487
Panasonic 100-400mm f4-6.3 .............. £1199

X-T30

36.7 mp
6.4 fps

17.2 mp
8.6 fps

E-M1 II Body
E-M1 II + 12-40mm
E-M5 II Body
E-M5 II + 12-40mm

MICRO FOUR THIRDS LENSES:
Panasonic 25mm f1.7 G ASPH ............... £138
Panasonic 8-18mm f2.8-4 ASPH ........... £809
Panasonic 12-35mm f2.8 II........................ £799
Panasonic 14-140mm f3.5-5.6 G ............ £#N/A
Panasonic 45-175mm f4.0-5.6 .............. £338

K-1 II

NEW

OM-D
OM-D
OM-D
OM-D

10.2 mp
6.0 fps
4K

24.2 mp
24fps
6K

£1799
£999
from £596

X-T30

From £749

X-T3

From £1199

X-T30
£749 X-T3 Body
X-T30 + XC 15-45mm £799 X-T3 + 18-55mm
X-T2 Body
X-T30 + XF 18-55mm

£1099

£1199
£1549
£599

X-T20 + XF 18-55mm £899
RECOMMENDED PENTAX
LENSES:

50mm f1.4 FA* ...............£1199
100mm f2.8 Macro ..... £479
15-30mm f2.8.................£1499
16-85mm f3.5-5.6 ........£549
28-105mm f3.5-5.6..... £529
55-300mm f4.5-6.3 ... £399

FUJIFILM LENSES
Fujiﬁ lm 16mm f2.8 XF R WR ................................................£349
Fujiﬁ lm 23mm f2 XF R WR ...................................................£399
Fujiﬁ lm 35mm f2 R WR XF ...................................................£369
Fujiﬁ lm 10-24mm f4 XF R OIS ................................................£819
Fujiﬁ lm 16-55mm f2.8 LM WR .............................................£999
Fujiﬁ lm 55-200mm f3.5-4.8 R LM OIS XF ...........................£625

Stores

Phone

For more details visit wex.co.uk/stores

Norwich
NR6 5DP

Birmingham
B16 8LT

Belfast
BT12 6HR

Bristol
BS6 5EE

London
E1 1LF

Edinburgh
EH5 5HG

Manchester
M12 6HH

Glasgow
G20 7LU

01603 208768
Call us Mon-Fri 8am-7pm,
Sat 9am-6pm,
Sun 10am-4pm

• 30-Day Returns† • Part-Exchange • 12-month warranty on Used†† • Camera set-up service§ •

Pursue
perfection

Creative power
with real intelligence

with EOS 5D Mk IV

The new Canon EOS RP

£250

EOS RP Body
£1399
EOS RP + 24-105mm£2329
EOS R Body
£2149
£1989 inc. £160 cashback*
EOS R + 24-105mm £3069
£2909 inc. £160 cashback*

CASHBACK*

EOS 5D Mark IV Body ......... £2799

7.0 fps

30.4 mp

NEW

32.5 mp
10 fps

EOS 90D

CMOS sensor

£2799

EOS 5D Mark IV Body
EOS 90D

Full Frame

EOS RP Body

4K

£1399

EOS 1D X
Mk II

EOS 6D
Mk II

20.2 mp
10.0 fps
1080p

26.2 mp
6.5 fps

20.2 mp
16.0 fps

Full Frame

Full Frame

EOS 7D Mk II Body £1349
£1209 EOS 7D Mk II Body
£1349
£1299 £1229 inc. £120 cashback*
£1599

5.0 fps

From

EOS 7D Mk II

From £1209

EOS 90D Body
EOS 90D + 18-55mm
EOS 90D + 18-135mm

26.2 mp

EOS 6D Mk II

from

£1349

EOS 6D Mk II Body
£1229 inc. £120 cashback*
EOS 6D Mk II + 24-105mm
£1579 inc. £120 cashback*

£1349

£1699

EOS 1D X Mk II Body
EOS 1D X Mk II Body
£4549 inc. £450 cashback*

£4999
£4999

Tripods

Free camera
set-up
service§

Series 5 4S L
156cm Max Height
10cm Min Height

170cm Max Height
9cm Min Height

Systematic Series 5:
GT5563GS ......................................£999
GT5543XLS....................................£929
GT5543LS ......................................£779
GT5533LS .......................................£729

wex.co.uk/setup

Gorillapod Kit 1K

Befree GT
Travel Tripod

MT055XPRO3

Flexi legs
21cm closed lenght
1kg max load

162cm Max Height
43cm Min Height

MT055XPRO3 .............................. £149
MT055CXPRO3 Carbon Fibre £249
MT055CXPRO4 Carbon Fibre
£299.99

Aluminium ..........£ 159
Carbon Fibre .....£289

Gorillapod 500 ........ £27.95
Gorillapod Kit 1K ..... £37
Gorillapod Kit 3K .... £62.95
Gorillapod Kit 5K .... £129

Flashguns & Lighting Accessories
Speedlites:

Macrolites:

Speedlights: Kits:

Flashguns:

Flashguns:

Flashguns:

430EX III-RT
£269
600EX II-RT £519
£419 inc. £100 MR-14EX II
cashback*
£699

Bowens Lighting
Bowens:
XE400 Head ...................................
XMS500 Head............................................. £599
XMT500 Head............................................. £699

SB-5000
£569

SB-700
£259

R1 Close-Up
£479

Calumet 2.72x11m
Arctic White
Background Paper
Over 50 colours

R1C1
£659

F45RM
£299

HVL-F60RM FL-900R
£619
£449

SECOND
ROLL HALF
PRICE

Get second roll
half-price
Calumet background Paper
2.72x11m Roll....................................................... £49

Sekonic
L-308X
£199

Profoto B10 Plus
Twice as powerful as the B10,
10 times more powerful than a
speedlight.

B10 Plus ............................. £1795
B10 Plus Duo kit .............. £3595

Vintage
Backgrounds
3 textured looks
Tobacco/ Olive ................................................. £184
Smoke / Concrete............................................ £174
Ironworks ........................................................... £179

Speedmaster
L-858D
£599

FL-700WR
£329

AF 540
FGZ II
£349

AF 360
FGZ II
£249

T&Cs: All prices incl. VAT at 20%. Prices
correct at time of going to press. FREE
Delivery** available on orders over £50 (based
on a 4-day delivery service). For orders under
£50 the charge is £2.99** (based on a 4-day
delivery service). For Next Working Day
Delivery our charges are £4.99**. Saturday
deliveries are charged at a rate of £7.95**.
Sunday deliveries are charged at a rate
£8.95**.(**Deliveries of very heavy items, to
N.I. or remote areas may be subject to extra
charges. E. & O.E. Prices subject to change.
Goods subject to availability. Live Chat
operates between 9.30am-6pm Mon-Fri and
may not be available during peak periods.
†Subject to goods being returned as new
and in the original packaging. Where returns
are accepted in other instances, they may be
subject to a restocking charge. ††Applies to
products sold in full working condition. Not
applicable to items speciﬁ cally described as
“IN” or incomplete (ie. being sold for spares
only). Wex Photo Video is a trading name of
Calumet Photographic Limited (Company
Registration no. 00425579) and Warehouse
Express Limited (Company Registration no.
03366976). ©Warehouse Express Limited
2019.*CASHBACKS Are redeemed via product
registration with the manufacturer. Please
refer to our website for details.

Choosing used means
better value, better gear.
With MPB, you’ll save a ton of cash. We check, grade and individually photograph every item, so you know
exactly what you’re getting. All gear is covered by a free 6 month warranty. Picture-perfect performance,
without paying a premium for a cellophane wrapper. Simple as that.
Buy, sell or trade with MPB.

Change gear.
www.mpb.com
@mpbcom

P H OTO B Y A B O N G A LO N K U LU

To advertise here, call Samuel Shaw : 07970 615618 Email samuel.shaw@ti-media.com
Film Processing

Wanted

BRAND NEW

X-Rite Color Munki
Display
Usually £109.00

Peter Loy
COLLECTABLE CAMERA SPECIALISTS

ONLY £95.00

Including Free Courier Delivery

CLASSIFIED

Order Line 01274 729144

Bradford Camera Exchange Co Ltd
19 North Parade, Bradford, BD1 3JL
Established 1936

Accessories

CAMERA COLLECTIONS

WANTED
Call us: 020 8867 2751
We can come to you (UK & Europe)

www.peterloy.com

CAMERA HOUSE

Cameras For Sale

SALES & SERVICE - 07811 401 219
sales@camera-house.co.uk
www.camera-house.co.uk

Equipment to sell?
Great news! The global market for quality digital and film
cameras, lenses and accessories is stronger than ever!
With our worldwide network of customers we're paying
the highest prices for Nikon, Canon, Leica, Fuji, Contax,
Olympus, Panasonic, Sony, Zeiss, Voigtlander, Konica,
Minolta, Sigma, Tamron, Tokina, Hasselblad, Pentax,
Bronica, Mamiya and other top-quality brands.

Free Collection
Contact Jonathan Harris for an immediate quote:
info@worldwidecameraexchange.co.uk
or phone 01277 631353
Same-day Payment

WE’RE THERE
FOR AS LONG AS
FAMILIES NEED US

Looking to buy? Please visit our website:
www.worldwidecameraexchange.co.uk

Camera Fairs
When serious illness affects a child, family life is
turned upside down. At Rainbow Trust, we match
families with a Family Support Worker who provides
practical and emotional support.
Caring for a sick child is often traumatic, demanding
and isolating for the whole family. Our Family Support
Workers give them vital support - during diagnosis,
treatment and, if required, through bereavement.

Find out more and get involved today
@RainbowTrustCC
/RainbowTrust

T: 01372 363438

rainbowtrust.org.uk
Registered Charity No. 1070532
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Legends

Daidō Moriyama captures
the essence of great
street photography.
Discover more in the
new book How I Take
Photographs, Laurence
King Publishing, £14.99

© GETTY IMAGES

© DAIDŌ MORIYAMA

of photography

Daidō
Moriyama

Despite his arty credentials, this gritty
Japanese street master is all about
hard work, says Geoff Harris

‘I

can’t photograph
anything without
a city… For me,
cities are enormous
bodies of people’s desires and
as I search for my own desires
with them, I slice into time,
seeing the moment.’
Daidō Moriyama appears
to be an eloquent but gritty
monochrome street specialist,
following in the footsteps of
some of the greatest pioneers
of postwar documentary
photography, but with a
particular Japanese angle. In
fact, he’s a trailblazer and a
disruptor, somebody whose
work elicits markedly different
responses. French critic Hervé
Chandès cites his dark, sullen
66

vision of urban Japan and
praises his ‘aggressiveness’,
while Simon Baker,
photography curator at the
Tate, describes his work as
‘wilfully abstract’.
As with any artist, to start to
understand Moriyama’s work
involves some consideration
of the culture and society that
produced him. He was born on
outskirts of the mercantile city
of Osaka in 1938, during the
high watermark of Japanese
militarism. By the time
he started working as a
photographer in 1961,
the country had changed
immeasurably. Rather
than being the new colonial
overlords of Asia, the Japanese

people were humbled and still
disoriented, with many urban
neighbourhoods decimated after
the ‘total war’ policy of the US
Air Force. Japan’s focus was
on rapid development and
urbanisation, helped by
American presidents fearful
of communism, and it wasn’t
until the successful 1964
Tokyo Olympics that the
country returned fully to
the international fold. So
Moriyama’s early work focused
on the dislocation caused by this
rapid modernisation, and the
‘left behind’ areas and people
struggling to cope with change.
His style was consciously
rough and unpolished,
conveying urban anxiety and
uncertainty through blur, wonky
horizons and other devices. This
was no mere artifice, however, as
Moriyama was downtrodden
and uncertain himself, eking
out a living as an assistant and
staying in Tokyo flop-houses
after working on his own
projects. Rather than worrying
about ‘correct’ exposure or
perfect framing, Moriyama
favoured quick, decisive
‘snapshots,’ executing
images with the speed
and single-mindedness
of a master swordsman.

As the ’60s unfolded,
Moriyama was influenced by the
counter-culture in Japanese
society, which questioned
conventional photographic
aesthetics along with everything
else. In 1972 he published his
signature collection, Shashin
yo Sayonara (literally, farewell
photographs). It’s full of
deliberate ‘errors’ and even
includes negatives he’d initially
chucked onto the studio floor.
As he matured, however, he
found a balance between this
roughness and rebelliousness,
and his initial calling as a
documentary photographer.
What can we learn from
Daidō Moriyama today? First,
the importance of a prodigious
work ethic. He’s been pounding
the city streets with a camera
since his youth. Second, not to
become obsessed with technical
perfection and aesthetic clichés
at the expense of emotional
honesty and keen vision. Third,
to remember that great street
and documentary photography
is about people and their society,
rather than fussing about the
direction of light or the angles
of buildings or about the finer
details or your camera set-up,
and missing a great shot
as a result.
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www.parkcameras.com/WACOM-OVERVIEW

GET CREATIVE

WITH THE LATEST DISPLAYS FROM WACOM
Wacom Cintiq

A new class of creative pen display with an
optimized feature set for creative starters

High-deﬁnition
display with
anti-glare ﬁlm

Work in complete
comfort with a
ﬂexible stand*
*Supplied with Cintiq 22

Includes Pro Pen 2
offering high
precision & control

Rely on Wacom Cintiq
day after day – thanks
to durable, scratch
resistant materials.

Work in vibrant, but
realistic color – with
72% of NTSC colour
gamut.

One shape, two sizes. Choose your Wacom Cintiq.
Two screen sizes means that Cintiq 16’s compact display is perfect for those on the move
while Cintiq 22 offers more space for extensive strokes.

Wacom Cintiq 16

£449.00

Save
£40

Normally £489.00.
Use voucher code WACOM-40.

Wacom Cintiq 22

£869.00

Normally £679.00
Use voucher code WACOM-50.

Experience the beneﬁts of a Wacom product ﬁrst
hand by visiting our Wacom Experience Centre
in our Central London store. For opening times &
directions, visit www.parkcameras.com/london.

NEW!

Spread the cost with our ﬁnance
options. See in store or online for details.

Wacom Cintiq
Pro 13

£629.00

Get hands-on with the range of
wacom tablets & displays in store

acom Intuos Pro
edium
Save
£50

Cintiq Pro 16 ..........................................................£1,089
Cintiq Pro 24 ..........................................................£1,549
Cintiq Pro 24 Pen & Touch* ........................£2,049
*Includes FREE Wacom Desk Arm
worth £350! Offer ends 30.09.2019

£274.00

Normally £299.00
voucher code WACOM-25.

Wacom Intuos Pro
Small (2019)
Save
£25

£179.00

Normally £199.00
Use voucher code WACOM-20.

Save
£20

For even more Wacom products,
visit us in store or online!
LONDON

53-54 Rathbone Place,
LONDON, W1T 1JR

SUSSEX

York Road, BURGESS HILL,
West Sussex, RH15 9TT

Visit our website - updated daily

www.parkcameras.com
All prices include VAT. See website for our opening times for both stores. All products are UK stock.
E&OE. Please mention “Amateur Photographer” when ordering items from this advert.
Prices correct at time of going to press; Prices subject to change; check website for latest prices.
Offers available for purchases made between 1st July - 30th September 2019

or call us 7 days a week

01444 23 70 60

© Photography by Jean Noir www.jeannoir.de

LIT WITH ROTOLIGHT AEOS BY MASTER OF LIGHT JEAN NOIR

“THE ROTOLIGHTS ARE EASY TO USE AND HANDLE
THEY’RE PERFECT FOR MY PHOTOGRAPHY ”
DESIGNED FOR PORTRAIT / LOCATION PHOTO & VIDEO

HIGH SPEED SYNC FLASH (1/8000TH), NO RECYCLE TIME

U LT R A-T H I N , PORTABLE, LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN (<1.6KG)

B U I LT- I N WI R E L E S S F L A S H R E C E I VE R ( 2 0 0 m / 6 5 6 f t )

I N T E G R AT E D ALUMINIUM HANDLES & 360 BALL HEAD

UNRIVALLED BATTERY PERFORMANCE, 150,000 FLASHES

AVAILABLE TO HIRE

AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE

t: 01603 486 413
w: wexphotovideo.com

t: 03448 004 444
w: jessops.com

t: 01444 237 070
w: parkcameras.com

t: 02038 137 524
w: hireacamera.com

t: 01753 422 750
w: rotolight.com

